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Abstract
The IceCube observatory, at the South Pole, includes an array of optical
sensors deployed between 1450 and 2450 m below the surface and a surface
array of cosmic ray detectors. The deep array, IceCube-InIce, is the world’s
largest neutrino detector and consists of over 5000 optical sensors which de-
tect the optical Cherenkov light emitted by the charged particles produced
when neutrinos interact in the ice. Neutrinos are unique astronomical mes-
senger particles as they can travel across the Universe without interference
or being absorbed by matter. In contrast to charged particles, whose trajec-
tories are affected by magnetic fields, neutrinos’ trajectories can be used to
point back to their sources to aid the identification of particle acceleration
sites.
Although the main aim of IceCube-InIce is to search for astrophysical neutri-
nos, the majority of events recorded are background events originating from
the interaction of cosmic rays in the Earth’s atmosphere. In this thesis, the
use of the IceTop surface array as a veto to identify background events is
investigated. The focus of this thesis is the study of the implementation of
an IceTop veto within an IceCube-InIce cascade analysis. A cascade analy-
sis focuses on selecting IceCube-InIce events where the neutrino interaction
has resulted in a shower or cascade of secondary particles rather than a
long-range particle. The resulting pattern of light detected across the op-
tical sensors appears globular rather than elongated and track-like. There
are two variations of cascade analyses; contained and uncontained analyses.
Contained cascade analyses concentrate on events where the central point of
the light pattern is well-contained within the IceCube-InIce array while the
uncontained analyses focus on the remaining events.
In this thesis it is shown that there is potential for an IceTop veto to be
used in a way that allows other filter criteria to be relaxed in an uncontained
cascade analysis in order to aid signal retention and for the veto to be used to
remove additional high-energy background events. In order to link hits in the
IceTop array with events in IceCube-InIce it is necessary to determine a time
window within which hits will IceTop hits will be associated with IceCube-
InIce event. The various factors which affect the choice of the time window
length were investigated and it was found that the most limiting factor is the
poor direction reconstruction of cascade events. A time window of 2000 ns
was chosen and the performance of the IceTop veto with this time window
was studied for simulated background events. In addition, the IceTop veto




In this research project new techniques for detecting neutrinos with the Ice-
Cube neutrino detector are investigated. IceCube, installed at the South
Pole, was constructed with the goal to detect astrophysical neutrinos, moti-
vated by the fact that neutrinos, being neutral and weakly interacting, are
unique cosmic messengers. In particular it is hoped that neutrinos will be
able to identify the origin of the highest energy cosmic rays. Cosmic rays
themselves do not point back to their sources as they are electrically charged
and deflected by magnetic fields.
Neutrinos are observed via the optical detection of secondary particles which
are produced in neutrino interactions inside the Antarctic ice. Two basic
event topologies can be distinguished: track-like patterns of light which orig-
inate when a long-range particle is produced and spherical light patterns
which originate when a cascade or shower of particles is produced. This re-
search is concerned with the second case which is referred to as the cascade
channel.
The majority of events recorded by IceCube are not the events that are
sought, but background events. The background events have their origin in
cosmic ray interactions in the Earth’s atmosphere with the data collected
by the IceCube detector dominated by atmospheric muons. In this thesis
we investigate how the IceTop air shower array might be used to remove
background events. IceTop is a cosmic ray air shower detector which is
located directly above the IceCube neutrino detector.
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The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter one gives an introduction to cos-
mic rays and their connection to neutrinos. Chapter two gives an overview of
the IceCube experiment and discusses the principle of neutrino detection via
charged secondaries in more detail, the interaction of high energy particles
in the ice and the light propagation in the ice is explained. Based on these
mechanisms, the different event topologies created by muons and neutrino
interactions are introduced. The IceTop detector is introduced and its poten-
tial as a veto is explained in Chapter three. Incorporating an IceTop veto on
contained and uncontained cascade samples is investigated in Chapter four.
In Chapter five a suitable time-window to use for the IceTop data to define
correlated hits is discussed. Analysis is tested on burn sample in Chapter
six and finally a discussion of the project and outlook are given in Chapter
seven.
1.1 Cosmic rays
Cosmic rays are charged particles that travel through the interstellar medium
to Earth with velocities close to the speed of light. The discovery of an
increasing ionization of the air with increasing altitude by Victor Hess in
1912 revealed a component of ionizing radiation which originated from outer
space [1].
At lower energies cosmic rays are mostly protons, but there are also electrons,
helium and heavier nuclei. The composition changes with energy. Measure-
ments indicate the dominance of heavier elements at EeV energies [5]. Cos-
mic rays are observed over a wide energy spectrum up to 3 × 1020 eV. The
cosmic-ray energy spectrum exhibits a power-law relation of dN
dE
∝ E−γ. It
shows three features: ‘the knee’ at an energy of ∼ 3 PeV; ‘the second knee’
at energies of about 100 PeV; and ‘the ankle’ at ∼ 3 EeV where the slope of
the spectrum changes. The slope steepens after the knee and steepens fur-
ther after the second knee but above the ankle the spectrum hardens again.
These features are believed to be related to changes in the sources and com-
position of cosmic rays with extra-galactic sources likely to be dominant for
energies above the ankle. Determining the cosmic ray chemical composition
and the spectral distribution of the various nuclear species is currently an
active research area.
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Figure 1.1: Different measurements of the cosmic ray flux over a wide energy
range. The figure is taken from [6].
The cosmic ray spectrum does not appear to extend beyond 1020 eV which
can be explained by the GZK effect. The letters GZK refer to the surnames of
Kenneth Greisen, Vadim Kuzmin and Georgiy Zatsepin who predicted that
cosmic rays with energies over 5 × 1019 eV would interact readily with the
relic thermal radiation photons suppressing the observed cosmic ray spectrum
above this energy.
A model with three cosmic ray sources has been suggested by Gaisser [7].
These three sources are a low-energy galactic component, mainly ejected by
supernova remnants, a higher energetic galactic component and an extra-
galactic component, both of yet unknown origin. The model could be de-
rived from fits to data collected by the balloon-borne cosmic ray experiments
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CREAM [8] and ATIC2 [9]. The data were extrapolated to higher energies
because the direct measurements reach only up to energies of about 100 TeV.
In this model H, He, CNO, Mg-Si, Mn-Fe are the most abundant nuclei in
the Universe [10] which describe the cosmic ray composition. Features in the
spectrum are related to the rigidity dependent limit to the highest energy
a particular source can accelerate cosmic rays. This limit is related to the
gyroradius of the cosmic rays and will be discussed further in section 1.1.2.
1.1.1 Acceleration of Cosmic Rays
The origin of cosmic rays and the mechanism by which particles are accel-
erated to such high energies have been the subject of much research. The
generic mechanism currently accepted for the acceleration is known as Fermi
acceleration [11], of which a brief description is given below. More details
with a full derivation of the various relationships is given in [1]. In Fermi’s
second-order scenario, charged particles are reflected by the magnetic fields
from randomly moving plasma clouds. By staying for a characteristic time
in the acceleration region, charged particles gain energy by several reflections
from these clouds. When a particle enters a cloud, momentum is transferred
from the cloud to the particle with the assumption that the clouds’ mo-
mentum is unchanged in the collision process with the charged particles. A
schematic illustration of this process is given in fig. 1.2. It can be shown that
the energy spectrum which results is a power law in the energy as observed.
However the energy gain by the charged particles in collisions with random
clouds can be shown to be second order in u/c where u is the cloud speed.
This is not considered to be efficient enough to account for the observed
cosmic ray energies, especially as charged particles that gain small energies
quickly lose energy through ionization. Therefore, the initial acceleration
process must be fast enough to compensate this energy loss. For this reason
and when the time scales are taken into acount, second-order Fermi accel-
eration is not considered to be the acceleration mechanism responsible for
cosmic rays with a more efficient process required.
In the Fermi first-order scenario the charged particles pass back and forward
through a shock front which with a first order dependence on u/c is more
efficient and allows the acceleration of particles to higher energies. A shock
is formed by particles in a plasma which move with speeds larger than the
4
speed of sound. Each time a particle moves through the shock front it gains
some energy in this proposed acceleration mechanism so that the particle
with energy E0 acquires energy ζE0 after one encounter and in a number
of subsequent encounters n has a net gain in energy E2 = E0(1 + ζ)
n. The
probability of a particle remaining in the acceleration region decreases as the
number of crossings increase. This means that fewer particles are accelerated
to higher energies. Taking the energy-dependent probability of escape into
account it can be determined that the Fermi first order mechanism predicts
a power law spectrum with a spectral index of −2 [1]. A schematic figure
to indicate the shock front acceleration mechanism is shown in fig. 1.3. The
upstream and downstream regions indicated in fig. 1.3 are moving respec-
tively with speeds u1 and u2 in the moving coordinate system of the shock.
A particle which enters with the energy E1 is scattered multiple times and
leaves the shock front with energy E2. Figure adapted from [1].
Figure 1.2: Acceleration at a mov-
ing cloud.
Figure 1.3: Shock front accelera-
tion mechanism. Figure adapted
from [1].
1.1.2 Sources of Cosmic Rays
To accelerate charged particles to the highest energies, magnetic fields are
assumed to provide confinement of the particles in the acceleration region
because charged particles will otherwise escape before reaching the highest
energies. Such an assumption allows the size of source candidates to be cor-
related with the strength of the magnetic fields B by the gyro radius rg of the
particle with energy E0 and charge Ze in the high energy [12]. The probabil-
ity of a particle to escape the region where it was being accelerated increases,
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if the particle’s gyroradius is comparable to the size of the acceleration region






As the gyroradius depends on the charge, it can be seen that the energy
limit for a given source is dependent on the mass of the cosmic ray. It has
been proposed that features in the cosmic ray spectrum can be attributed to
a transition between different cosmic ray source classes, as discussed above.
The mass dependence of the cut-off means that the transition would be soft-
ened from a sharp slope change. The relation between acceleration energy
and the size and magnetic field of the acceleration region is illustrated in the
Hillas plot in fig. 1.4 taken from [13]. In this plot some source candidates
are shown as a function of their magnetic field and size. Each of the source
types are briefly discussed below.
1.1.3 Galactic Sources
Supernova remnants (SNR): The primary origin of the galactic cosmic
rays below 1018 eV is considered to be supernova remnants. Energy re-
leased by supernovae and the energy density observed in cosmic rays at the
Earth show that SNR contribute largely to the observed cosmic-ray flux.
The FERMI -LAT instrument reported γ-ray observations consistent with
the neutral pion decays [14], from the galactic SNRs supporting this hypoth-
esis for hadronic acceleration in SNRs.
1.1.4 Extragalactic Sources
A possible source of the highest energetic cosmic rays is the core of active
galaxies. These active galactic nuclei (AGN) generate large amounts of elec-
tromagnetic radiation. Their energy is assumed to be a result of matter
accreting around and falling into supermassive black holes at their centres.
Another extragalactic source for the highest energy cosmic rays in nature is
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) one of the most luminous phenomena known in
the Universe. Models of GRB predict the formation of multiple shock regions
6
Figure 1.4: The “Hillas plot”: Magnetic field strength of the objects and
their extension. The maximum gyro radius of a particle accelerated in this
object is its size, therefore a maximum energy which can be reached by
particles being accelerated in these objects can be defined. These energies
are indicated with the two lines for proton and iron. Sources must be above
the upper diagonal line to accelerate protons to more than 1020 eV. This plot
is taken from [13] .
which are potential acceleration sites for cosmic rays. Starburst galaxies,
which are galaxies with intense star formation, have enhanced supernova ac-
tivity and would therefore be expected to be an enhanced source of sub 1018
eV cosmic rays through the mechanism mentioned in the previous subsec-
tion. It has also been proposed that ultra-high energy cosmic rays may be
accelerated in the large-scale terminal shock of the superwind that flows from
the starburst engine [15]. Starburst galaxies are particularly relevant in the
astrophysical neutrino context as they have been shown to have the condi-
tions to efficiently convert cosmic-rays into pions and neutrinos [16] through
the processes described in section 1.2.2.
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1.1.5 Cosmic Ray Air Showers
An important aspect of studying cosmic rays is an understanding of the
shower of particles which is initiated when a cosmic ray interacts in the
Earth’s atmosphere. These air showers, often called extensive air showers
due to their large extent of many kilometres, start with the interaction of
a primary cosmic ray particle with a nucleus in the atmosphere. This in-
teraction produces hadrons which can interact or decay depending on their
energy and the depth in the atmosphere. Three components of the air shower
arise: the hadronic core and electromagnetic and muonic components. The
electromagnetic component is fed by photons from decays of the hadronic
particles with each high-energy photo generating an electromagnetic sub-
shower through alternate pair production and bremsstrahlung. The muonic
component is fed by the decays of charged pions and kaons.
The detection of high-energy cosmic rays is through the observation of their
extensive air showers as the high-energy particles are too rare to be detected
directly with the size range of detectors which can be deployed above the
Earth’s atmosphere. For example most of the measurements displayed in
fig. 1.1, with energies above the knee, are from surface air shower detectors.
An understanding of cosmic ray air showers is needed for astrophysical neu-
trino detection as the muons and neturinos in the showers are a source of
background for searches for astrophysical neutrinos. Using the IceTop surface
array to identify this background is the focus of this thesis and simulations
used to model the air showers are described in chapter 3.
1.2 Neutrinos and Neutrino Astronomy
1.2.1 Neutrino Fundamental Properties
The existence of neutrinos was proposed in 1930 by Wolfgang Pauli [17]
in order to explain the continuous energy spectrum of electrons emitted in
radioactive β decay [18]. However their discovery only happened over twenty
years later in an experiment conducted by Frederick Reines and Clyde Cowan
in 1953 [19] exploiting the inverse beta decay (νe + p→ e+ + n).
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Since its discovery the neutrino has been much studied, and according to our
current model for particle physics, there are three flavours of neutrinos, with
one neutrino flavour for each of the three charged leptons, electron, muon
and tauon. These three neutrino flavour states do not correspond to the
neutrino mass eigenstates, and the mixing matrix which relates the flavour
and mass states is the subject of great experimental and theoretical interest.
The implications of neutrino mixing for the neutrinos of interest in this thesis
is discussed in section 1.2.2
All three flavours of neutrinos interact with nucleons (protons and neutrons)
via either the charged current or neutral current interaction. This leads to
six possibilities for neutrino interactions with nucleons (three flavours times
two possible interactions). In a charged current interaction, the exchange of a
W± gauge boson occurs and the charged lepton associated with the neutrino
is produced. In a neutral current interaction, the exchange of a Z0 gauge
boson occurs and there is a neutrino in the final state after the interaction.
These two interactions are depicted in fig. 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Charged-Current and Neutral-Current neutrino interaction. This
plot is taken from [2].
In addition to neutrinos interacting with nucleons, electron type antineu-
trinos have an enhanced probability of interacting with electrons when the
center-of-mass energy of the system reaches the mass of the mediating boson.
This process which was first pointed out by Glashow and is referred to as
the Glashow resonance. For electrons at rest and using the mass of the W
boson mW = 80.4 GeV, the Glashow resonance can be calculate to occur at
a neutrino energy of 6.3 × 1015 eV. The interaction probability for electron
9
antineutrinos is dramatically enhanced at this energy.
For scattering of neutrinos with nucleons at high energies the cross sections
are shown in fig. 1.6. Up to energies of ∼ 1013 eV, the cross section grows
linearly with the neutrino energy and is larger for neutrinos than for antineu-
trinos; the latter is a consequence of the opposite helicities of neutrinos and
antineutrinos [20]. At higher energies, the energy transferred in the interac-
tion by the intermediate boson can no longer be neglected which leads to a
suppression of the cross section and reduces the difference between neutrinos
and antineutrinos [20].
Figure 1.6: The resonant antineutrino electron scattering (Glashow reso-
nance. The figure was taken from [3].)
1.2.2 Neutrino Astronomy
Neutrinos are electrically neutral leptons and hence are only affected by the
electroweak force and not by the electromagnetic or strong forces. This means
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they have an extremely small cross-section or probability to interact with
matter. Consequently they can travel to the Earth from their sources and
reach the detector without being deflected by magnetic fields or absorbed.
This means that neutrinos can escape all but the densest environments and
implies that neutrinos can reach the Earth from the farthest edges of the
Universe. This distinguishes them from photons, which with increasing en-
ergy, are more and more likely to get absorbed in electron pair-production
interactions with ambient radiation fields, such as the cosmic microwave back-
ground. The gamma-ray horizon, from beyond which photons are unlikely
to reach the Earth, is depicted in fig. 1.7.
Figure 1.7: The cosmic horizon of high energy γ ray astronomy is limited due
to the interaction of γ rays with intergalactic radiation fields. Gamma-ray
photons are likely to be absorbed by the radiation fields however there is
no corresponding horizon for neutrinos and Gamma-ray measurements are
complemented using neutrinos. Figure adapted from [21].
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In contrast charged particles, whose trajectories are affected by magnetic
fields, cannot point back to their sources. It is therefore unlikely that it will
be possible to identify the origin of cosmic rays, or the sites where they are
accelerated, using only cosmic-ray observations. However it is expected that
neutrinos will be produced at the sites of cosmic ray acceleration [22,23] and
these neutrinos could be used to locate the sources of cosmic rays. These
neutrinos are referred to as astrophysical neutrinos and their detection and
characterisation is a major research goal for the IceCube telescope.
High-energy cosmic rays can produce neutrinos when they interact with tar-
get particles or radiation. The properties of the target as well as the primary
cosmic ray are two factors that the resultant neutrino flux depend on. In
the hadronuclear scenario the accelerated cosmic rays collide with nuclei,
producing neutral and charged pions in inelastic scattering processes. In the
simplest pp scenario both nuceli are protons. The basic interaction and decay







X represents either a proton or neutron, and Y another or several other
particles.
The charged pions decay to produce neutrinos
π+ → µ+ + νµ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ + νµ (1.3)
π− → µ− + ν̄µ → e− + ν̄e + νµ + ν̄µ (1.4)
The neutral pions immediately decay via
π0 → γ + γ (1.5)
According to hadronic models, the high-energy gamma-rays are produced by
the decay of π0 mesons emerging from the interaction of cosmic rays with
ambient matter or radiation. Since neutrinos can only be produced in a
hadronic acceleration model, the simultaneous observation of neutrinos from
a high-energy gamma-ray source can help to distinguish the acceleration
mechanisms. This is because gamma-rays alone do not necessarily mean
there is hadronic acceleration as there is another model that explains high
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energy gamma-ray fluxes from a variety of objects; the leptonic model. In
the leptonic model high-energy radiation is produced by synchrotron and
bremsstrahlung emission from high-energy electrons.
Another possible scenario is the so-called pγ or photohadronic scenario. In
this case at high energies, protons may interact with ambient photons γ in
which the target for the high-energy cosmic rays are photons and the cross
section for such interactions is particularly large near the ∆ resonance, which
means the energy of the cosmic rays and of the target photons have to match
so that in the center-of-mass system the ∆+ can be produced. The dominant
decay modes of ∆+ contain pions.






In this scenario negatively charged pions arise only in the process called mul-
tipion production which happens when center-of-mass energy exceeds the
rest mass of the pion in inelastic collisions. As an outcome fewer electron an-
tineutrinos are produced compared to the pp scenario. Thus, measurement
of the flux at the Glashow resonance can be used to distinguish between
the pp and the pγ scenario since the cross section for electron antineutri-
nos is substantially enhanced at the resonance around 6.3 PeV and so with
having antineutrinos present in the cosmic neutrino flux, the rate of events
is expected to increase. Fewer ν̄e produced in pγ sources compared to pp
sources gives us the idea that an accurate measurement of the cosmic neu-
trinos rate at the Glashow resonance is sensitive to the neutrino neutrino
mechanism [24].
From eq. (1.3) and eq. (1.4) above it can be seen that at the source, the
neutrino flavour ratio is νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 2 : 0. Over cosmic distances
neutrino mixing will convert the (1 : 2 : 0) flavour ratio to (0.93 : 1.05 :
1.02) ≈ (1 : 1 : 1) [25]. Alternative neutrino production models involve
neutron decay or take into account muon energy loss and predict source
flavour scenarios such as an electron-neutrino-only case (1 : 0 : 0) or a muon-
neutrino-only scenario (0 : 1 : 0). Averaged over astronomical distances,
neutrino oscillation converts these two production ratio cases into (1.6 : 0.6 :
0.8) and (0.6 : 1.3 : 1.1) respectively [25].
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1.2.3 Atmospheric neutrinos
The hadro-nuclear scenario described above is essentially the same process
which occurs when cosmic rays interact in the Earth’s atmosphere creating
the extensive air showers described above. In this case the neutrinos produced
are called atmospheric neutrinos. Atmospheric neutrinos and astrophysical
neutrinos are predicted to have different spectra or energy dependence. This
is because the cosmic ray spectrum is expected to be altered by energy depen-
dent diffusion to evolve from a power law with an exponent of approximately
-2 at the source to a power law with an exponent of -2.7 at Earth. The
astrophysical neutrinos are predicted to follow the cosmic ray spectrum at
their source.
A distinction is made between the atmospheric neutrinos which result from
mesons containing only up, down and strange quarks such as pions or kaons
and, neutrinos resulting from mesons containing charm quarks. The former
are known as ‘conventional’ atmospheric neutrinos and the latter as ‘prompt’
atmospheric neutrinos. The label ‘prompt’ refers to the fact that these neu-
trinos would be created high in the atmosphere close to the location of cosmic
ray interaction due to the fact that the mesons containing charmed quarks de-
cay more quickly than pions and kaons. Prompt atmospheric neutrinos have
not yet been observed. The spectrum of the prompt atmospheric neutrinos is
expected to follow the observed cosmic ray spectrum while the conventional
atmospheric neutrinos have a softer spectrum due to the energy dependent
interactions which can occur in the neutrino parent particles.
Pions and kaons do not always decay, but often interact again with air
molecules. The interplay between decay and interaction is governed by the
density of the atmosphere and the energy and lifetime of the particle. For
a given atmospheric density and particle, the critical energy is defined as
the energy at which decay and interaction are equally likely; below, decay
prevails, above, interaction is more likely. In the Earth’s atmosphere, the
critical energy of charged pions is ≈ 115 GeV, that of charged kaons is ≈ 850
GeV, and that of neutral long-lived kaons is ≈ 205 GeV. Because the pions
and kaons lose energy when interacting, the energy spectrum of conventional
atmospheric neutrinos is steeper ( E−3.7 ) than that of the primary cosmic
rays ( E−2.7 ). The conventional neutrino flux contains electron and muon
neutrinos. The power-law index of the prompt neutrino flux component fol-
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lows the one of the cosmic ray flux because they decay so quickly (∼10−12 s)
that they do not interact with the atmosphere. Since charmed mesons are
heavier than the tau mass, they can decay into all three neutrino flavors, and
therefore they add the atmospheric tau neutrino flux. The prompt neutrinos
are expected to become the dominating part of the atmospheric neutrino flux
at energies of about 100 TeV.
The spectrum of atmospheric muon and anti-muon neutrinos can be parametrized














Here, i runs over the decay contributions from pions, kaons and charmed
hadrons. The factors Ai and Bi are constants. The overall normalization
factor is the primary flux of nucleons ΦN(Eν) calculated at the neutrino
energy Eν and multiplied with the factor 1/(1 − ZNN), which is related to
the nucleon attenuation length.
1.2.4 Neutrino spectra
The energy dependence of various sources of neutrinos is shown in fig. 1.8. In
this figure the electron neutrino and muon neutrino fluxes for conventional
atmospheric neutrinos are shown separately as the electron neutrino flux is a
factor of two lower than the muon neutrino flux at lower energies and a factor
of ten lower at higher energies. The prompt atmospheric flux is predicted to
be equal for muon and electron neutrinos. The atmospheric tau neutrino flux
is negligible at the relevant energies for this project while as discussed below
the astrophysical neutrino flux is expected to be an equal mixture of all three
flavours. A benchmark model for astrophysical neutrinos is the featureless
E−2 spectrum, although particular astrophysical objects are expected to have
spectra which vary from this. For instance, in fig. 1.8 the spectrum from
AGN, according to the Stecker model [26] is shown. The GZK neutrino
prediction which is also shown in the figure refers to the neutrinos which
would be produced when cosmic rays interact with the cosmic microwave
background photons through the GZK effect described earlier in this chapter.
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Figure 1.8: The atmospheric neutrino energy spectrum and astrophysical
neutrino energy spectrum from Stecker AGN as a particular model for the
neutrino flux expected from AGNs and GZK limit (see text for explanation).
Figure adapted from [27].
In the generic neutrino production scenario the pions and muons are expected
to decay without interacting, and will be the case when the density of the
matter around the source is small. In this situation the neutrino spectrum





IceCube is a neutrino detector built at the South Pole with the goal of study-
ing high energy neutrinos. It is the world’s largest neutrino detector encom-
passing a cubic kilometre of ice below the surface at the South Pole. In
this chapter we describe the main components of the IceCube observatory,
the principles of neutrino detection with IceCube, and some of the latest
astrophysical neutrino results.
2.1 IceCube Detector Components
A schematic view of the IceCube neutrino observatory is shown in fig. 2.1.
It is made up of two main components the surface array of detectors called
IceTop and the array of optical sensors deployed deep below the surface.
This array below the surface is often simply referred to as IceCube. We
mainly follow this convention in this thesis, although when we want to make
clear the distinction between the array below the surface, and IceTop we
will refer to the IceCube-InIce array. IceCube is made up of an array of
optical sensors referred to as Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) which detect
visible light. The sensors are deployed on vertical cables with a vertical
spacing of 17m between sensors. The horizontal spacing between cables is
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around 125m. The individual cables have lengths of about 3500 metres, the
instrumented part is deployed in depths of around 1450 - 2450 metres, where
the hydrostatic pressure leads to a suppression of gas bubbles in the ice. Ice
above 1450 m contains too many bubbles, making it much less transparent
and therefore less suitable for the experiment. The IceCube components are
shown in fig. 2.1. The detector construction started in 2005 and was finished
in December 2010. Construction was only possible in the austral summers
due to the conditions at the South Pole.
Figure 2.1: A schematic view of IceCube Neutrino Observatory. The vertical
lines show 86 IceCube strings with 60 digital optical modules instrumented
on each string between the depth of 1450m and 2450m. At the centre of the
IceCube detector 8 strings, shown in green colour, are deployed relatively
close to optimise for lower energies. This region is called DeepCore.
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The design of IceCube is optimized for the primary goal of the discovery of
an extraterrestrial or astrophysical neutrino flux. The volume of the detec-
tor was chosen so as to be sensitive to the predicted astrophysical neutrino
flux which was detected soon after IceCube was completed, as described in
section 2.7. The 125m spacing between the cables means that the low energy
threshold for neutrino detection in IceCube is ∼ 1 TeV.
In order for IceCube to be sensitive to the lower energy neutrinos, with
which oscillation effects can be studied, and also neutrinos in the energy
range expected from dark matter annihilations, the core of IceCube has been
instrumented with a higher density of DOMs. The central 8 strings have a
module density 5 times higher than the rest of the detector, with a horizontal
distance of 72 m and a vertical distance of 7 m and a location below 2100
m. They form the so-called DeepCore [28] part of the IceCube detector.
The PMTs have a 35% higher quantum efficiency than the standard IceCube
DOMs, which together with the clearer ice, leads to a much lower energy
threshold of 10 GeV in the DeepCore volume.
The IceCube detector is accompanied by a surface detector, IceTop which is
designed to measure the cosmic ray spectrum particularly in the energy range
where the spectrum is less well understood. It measures the muons produced
in particle showers which are generated by cosmic ray interactions with the
atmosphere which facilitates the exploration of the cosmic ray composition
in the energy range from 100 TeV up to 1 EeV. IceTop will be described
in further detail in the next chapter. The use of IceTop as a veto array for
detecting neutrinos is the subject of this thesis.
The central component and basic detection unit of IceCube is called a Dig-
ital Optical Module and consists of a 25 cm-diameter photomultiplier tube
(PMT) and several electronics boards, contained within a pressure resistant
13 mm thick glass sphere of 35.6 cm-diameter. The housing is filled with ni-
trogen at a pressure of 0.5 atmospheres. The PMT is optically connected to
the housing by a transparent gel. It is also enclosed in a µ-metal grid, which
shields the PMT against the Earth’s magnetic field. The PMTs measure the
light emitted by neutrino interactions. A DOM which measures light above
threshold is said to have received a hit.
The incoming stream of DOM hits are combined into physics events by the
data acquisition system (DAQ) which is a software trigger algorithm. Multi-
ple trigger conditions exist. The simplest condition is the simple multiplicity
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trigger (SMT). The SMT-8 trigger, for instance, requires 8 local coincidence
hits within a time window of 5 µs. A local coincidence hit is one in which
a neighbouring DOM has also recorded a hit. The readout window contains
all hits that satisfy this condition, as well as the hits in the preceding 4 µs
and subsequent 6 µs.
Figure 2.2: The light sensor of IceCube neutrino detector (Digital Optical
Module). The Digital Optical Module for the IceCube neutrino detector
consists of glass sphere contains the key component such as flasher board,
PMT etc.
2.2 Neutrino Detection Principle
IceCube detects neutrinos by observing the optical light which is emitted by
the products of neutrino interactions in the ice. This optical light is called
Cherenkov radiation and occurs when any charged particle travels faster than
the local speed of light in a dispersive medium.
Neutrinos are observed via the optical detection of charged secondary par-
ticles which are produced in neutrino interactions inside the Antarctic ice.
Two basic event topologies can be distinguished: track-like patterns of light
which originate when a long-range particle is produced and spherical light
patterns which originate when a cascade or shower of particles is produced.
This research is concerned with the second case which is referred to as the
cascade channel. All neutrino interactions produce a hadronic cascade. This
cascade occurs due to the ‘hit’ nucleon splitting into its quark constituents
and these quarks subsequently producing a cascade of hadrons in a process
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referred to as jet fragmentation. In neutral current interactions the only
source of Cherenkov light is from this hadronic cascade. The length of the
cascade is no more than five metres and so given the large spacing between
IceCube cables appears as a point-like source of light in the detector.
In charged current interactions there will also be Cherenkov light associated
with the charged lepton which is produced. Each of the three charged leptons
evolve differently in the ice. The outgoing electron from a charged current
interaction of an electron neutrino interacts readily and initiates an electro-
magnetic cascade containing electrons, positrons and photons. So in this
case there is Cherenkov light from both the hadronic and electromagnetic
cascades. However the two cascades are not able to be resolved separately.
The muon from a charge current interaction, on the other hand, can prop-
agate a significant distance and if it has high enough energy it can traverse
across the entire IceCube. The muon emits Cherenkov radiation as it travels.
A tau from a charged current interaction will travel a short distance before
decaying. In most cases the decay products from the tau will initiate an elec-
tromagnetic cascade. The distance travelled will depend on the relativistic
time dilation related to how energetic the tau is. For tau energies under 1
PeV, the cascade from the tau decay and the initial hadronic cascade will
not able to be resolved.
In fig. 2.3 we can see the light pattern for a short-range cascade which deposits
its energy in the detection volume. This will be the type of light pattern
produced in five of the six interaction possibilities. While fig. 2.4 shows the
track-like signature produced by a long-range muon traversing the detection
volume. In both figures the gray dots mark IceCube DOMs. The colour
coding illustrates the arrival time of the light at the DOM and the size of
the dot scales with the amount of light recorded by the DOM.
2.3 Neutrino search techniques
The majority of events recorded by IceCube are not the events we are looking
for, but background events. The background events have their origin in
cosmic ray interactions in the Earth’s atmosphere with the data collected by
the IceCube detector dominated by atmospheric muons. When a cosmic ray
interacts it initiates a shower of particles. Pions and kaons are created in
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Figure 2.3: Simulation of a
cascade in IceCube.
Figure 2.4: Simulation of a
long-range muon in IceCube.
these particle showers, which decay into muons and muon neutrinos. While
muons decay into neutrinos, too, their long mean lifetime of 2.2 µs prevents
them from doing so before reaching the detector if their energy exceeds a few
GeV. The vast majority of the triggered events in IceCube are produced by
muons created by cosmic rays interacting in the atmosphere above IceCube.
The event rate varies seasonally with the atmospheric muon flux from 2.5 kHz
to 2.9 kHz, with a median rate of 2.7 kHz. Filtering strategies are used to
isolate neutrino events from the dominant background. These strategies are
based on data analysis involving various reconstruction tools first operating
on the raw data and then on the information derived from the raw data.
The first step of filtering is by a computing system at the South Pole, the
so-called online filter which reduces the data volume to a level where the
data can be transferred into the North via a satellite with limited band-
width. The reduced data sample is then sent over satellite directly to the
IceCube headquarters in Madison, Wisconsin. The rest of the data is shipped
later on tapes. Before the OnlineFilter is applied the event properties are
reconstructed in several steps. First, pulses are extracted from the digitized
waveforms; by running the so-called FeatureExtractor on the raw data. The
raw data coming from the DOMs are called waveforms and contain the mea-
sured charge of the PMT as a function of the time. Each pulse is specified
by its arrival time and the extracted number of photoelectrons. Based on
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these pulses, simple reconstruction algorithms try to infer basic properties of
the light-emitting particle, such as its energy, direction, and interaction time
and vertex. This information is then used by the filter algorithms to decide
whether an event is transmitted or not.
The first stage of filtering at the Pole is done for all analysis types and then
different Pole filters create corresponding data samples which can overlap.
The different analysis types focus on for example different energy regimes and
different event types such as track or cascade. Further analysis is done by
applying reconstruction routines and cuts on one or more of these data sam-
ples. This thesis is particularly concerned with cascade analyses. Although
track events have better direction reconstruction, cascade events have better
energy reconstruction, especially in the case of an electron neutrino. The en-
ergy of events is deduced from the amount of Cherenkov light. In the case of
an electron neutrino all of the incoming neutrino’s energy is transferred into
the hadronic and electromagnetic cascades which will be contained within the
detector and so an accurate measurement of the amount of light produced
and hence energy of the neutrino can be made. In contrast a muon passes
through the detector and only some of its energy is deposited in the detec-
tor volume which means that it is harder to determine the energy of muon
neutrinos. Furthermore cascade events are produced by all three neutrino
flavours, while tracks are only produced by muon neutrinos; this increases
the probability to detect astrophysical neutrinos.
The cascade channel aims to select the events which are cascade-like. For
example, the pole filtering for the cascades usually consists of two cuts placed
on variables called the line-fit velocity and the tensor of inertia eigenvalue
ratio which are described in section 2.5 below, and are based on the properties
of cascades having a stationary light source and a more spherical, rather than
elongated, distribution of hit DOMs.
A key feature of the atmospheric muon background is that the muons pro-
duce Cherenkov light along their path and so will be emitting light as they
enter the detector. This is not the case for neutrinos which interact inside
the detector volume, where the first light detected will be inside the detector.
For this reason, many background rejection techniques are based on select-
ing events where the first light is seen within the detector volume. However
such techniques mean that the detector volume available for neutrino de-
tection is reduced. For this reason it is useful to separate events which are
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completely in the detector and the ones which are partially within IceCube.
With this motivation the cascade selection is further split into the contained
and uncontained samples. Cascade events for which the reconstructed vertex
(position of the neutrino interaction) is beyond the detector, or where the
DOM with the largest charge is on one of the outer strings, are known as
uncontained events and the rest are contained events. The contained events
have a lower proportion of background contamination while including an un-
contained sample allows for a greater effective volume for detecting neutrinos.
The subsequent filtering steps differ between the uncontained and contained
samples.
In contrast to the cascade channel, the track channel selects events such as
that displayed in fig. 2.4. This is particularly useful for upward going events
which necessarily must be neutrinos rather than cosmic ray muons. Although
it is not possible to distinguish atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos on
an event by event basis, it is possible to fit for both components given their
different spectral properties1.
Although the main aim of this thesis is to investigate how an IceTop veto
can be used in a cascade analysis, in one of the studies performed in this
thesis it was most useful to use data with a good angular resolution. The
most suitable stream of data for this study is the one containing high-energy
events. The data stream used is called the Extremely High Energy (EHE)
event sample and consists of events which triggered the in-ice detector with a
charge at least 1000 photoelectrons (p.e.). Most of these events will be muon
background events. The EHE neutrino analyses refine this sample further,
notably by requiring events to have at least 25,000 p.e. and 100 hit DOMs,
to search for the GZK neutrinos mentioned in chapter 1.
The neutrino filtering strategy which was effective in first identifying astro-
physical neutrinos is the High Energy Starting Event (HESE) search. Neu-
trino candidates were selected by finding events that originated within the
detector interior. The HESE criteria for keeping an event was that at least
6000 p.e. had to be recorded in total and fewer than three of its first 250
observed p.e. where the veto region was defined to be the outer parts of
the instrumented volume. This event selection rejects 99.999% of the muon
background above 6000 p.e. while retaining nearly all neutrino events in-
1See section 1.2.3 for a discussion of the spectral properties of the astrophysical and
atmospheric neutrinos.
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teracting within the fiducial volume at energies above a few hundred TeV.
This selection is largely independent of neutrino flavour, event topology, or
arrival direction. The results obtained from the HESE search are described
in section 2.7.
2.4 Simulation
Simulation of the IceCube detector is needed to characterise IceCube’s ac-
ceptance of neutrino signal, as a function of neutrino energy and direction,
and also for use in developing the filtering strategies to remove background
events. Monte Carlo techniques are used with the aim of simulating the
full range of signal and background particles incident on the detector. The
simulation is done in several steps with separate modules treating different
aspects. At the beginning, muons or neutrinos are produced with so-called
generators. Particles are generated according to a given spectrum in some
energy range.
The neutrino event simulation starts with the injection of neutrinos and
then simulates the propagation and detection in IceCube. For the simulation
of neutrino interactions around the IceCube detector, the IceCube NuGen
module is used, which is able to simulate neutrinos and antineutrinos of all
flavours in a wide energy range. Its fundamental physics is based on the All
Neutrino Interaction Generator (ANIS) [3]. Neutrinos are injected with a
parametrized angular and energy distribution (e.g. the conventional atmo-
spheric spectrum or the isotropic astrophysical spectrum), and propagated
through the earth. For the density profile of the earth, the Preliminary Earth
Model [29] is used. In the next step, the neutrinos are forced to interact in a
pre-defined volume around the detector. This makes the simulation process
more efficient. This forced interaction is taken into account by an interaction
probability weight which the simulated neutrinos based on the energy depen-
dent cross-section for neutrino interaction. Once the weighting is taken into
account the distribution of events simulated should follow that expected in
data.
After the interaction of the particles in the detector volume is simulated, the
secondary particles like muons that are created in that step are propagated.
All particle showers generated in interactions of the primary particles or their
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secondaries are simulated. The Monte Carlo code PROPOSAL (PRopagator
with Optimal Precision and Optimised Speed for All Leptons [30] is used to
model the propagation of secondary particles through matter. PROPOSAL
is the successor to the Muon Monte Carlo code which was previously the
standard within IceCube. PROPOSAL simulates a muons energy losses due
to ionization, bremsstrahlung, photo-nuclear interaction and pair production
when traveling through matter. It takes into account continuous as well as
stochastic energy losses.
In the next step, the Cherenkov photons produced by the muons and particle
showers are propagated through the ice, taking into account scattering and
absorption. If the Cherenkov photons reach a DOM, the number of photo-
electrons produced is calculated. Additional photoelectrons originating from
the DOMs noise are added to the simulation. After the determination of the
number of photoelectrons in the cathode of the PMT, the DOMs response is
simulated as well. If the DOM trigger condition is fulfilled, its data is read
out. The fulfillment of the individual DOM trigger condition is checked for
all DOMs. Based on that, the detector trigger condition of the full detector
is determined. If the event fulfills the detector trigger condition, it is saved
and is passed on to the next filter level.
Estimation for the contribution of the penetrating muon background are usu-
ally based on Monte-Carlo simulations performed with the air shower simula-
tion code, CORSIKA (COsmic Ray SImulations for KAscade) [31]. Protons
and light nuclei can be selected as the primary particle. From the primary
interaction CORSIKA tracks the secondary particles through the atmosphere
until they undergo reactions with the air nuclei or, in the case of unstable
secondaries, decay. Monte-Carlo methods are used to simulate the possible
interaction and decay outcomes according to the appropriate cross-sections
and decay properties. All secondary particles are tracked and their arrival
times, energies, locations and directions are stored. For IceCube all muons
from the shower are passed to the PROPOSAL module for further propaga-
tion in the ice and the subsequent steps described above for neutrino-induced
muons are similarly applied to the CORSIKA muons. It can happen that
two or more atmospheric muons simultaneously move through the detector,
trigger it and are recorded in the same event. The rate of coincident muon
events is at least about a factor of 10 smaller than the single muon rate.
The main difficulty lies in the simulation of a sufficient number of air showers,
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because such a vast number of muons reach the IceCube detector, also sig-
natures that happen very rarely can appear as a background in searches for
neutrino events. Sampling such rare cases requires the production of a num-
ber of air showers comparable to the number of naturally occurring showers
during the data taking period which is not always feasible. Furthermore,
the outcome of the simulations depends strongly on the assumed elemental
composition of the primary cosmic rays (which is not well known for cosmic
rays with PeV energies and cannot be tested under laboratory conditions at
such high energies).
2.5 Event Reconstruction
Reconstruction in IceCube is an iterative process of determining what com-
bination of hypothesized topology, position, direction, time, and energy gives
the best match to the observed hits on the DOMs. The most basic element
of a reconstruction is the event hypothesis, that is, a model of the physi-
cal event underlying the data. The hypothesis determines which parameters
should be used to describe the event; a specific reconstruction is just a way
of determining that parameters of the model that best describe the data. A
cascade-like event can be described by the location of the neutrino interac-
tion referred to as the cascade vertex (x, y, and z), the time of the event (t),
the orientation of the cascade (polar angles θ and φ), and the visible energy
of the cascade (E).
In addition to the physics parameters describing the physical event, it can
be useful to construct other variables from the observed hits which can be
used to distinguish signal and background events. For example in this thesis
the following variables are used [27].
• LineFit-velocity: This variable is a quantity, which differentiates be-
tween a cascade event and a muon event on the basis of the different
characteristics of the speed of the source of the light pattern observed
in the IceCube detector volume. For muon events the source of light
moves through the detector at a speed approaching c which means
muon events should have larger values of line-fit velocity. In contrast,
the cascade can be thought of as a stationary source of light due to
its small spatial extent and time duration. For this reason the cascade
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events are supposed to have a line-fit velocity close to zero.
• Tensor of Inertia Eigenvalue Ratio: This variable characterizes the dis-
tribution of light of an event along the three principal axes in the
detector. Taking the distribution of light to be analogous to a mass
distribution the definition of the variable follows the definition of the
tensor of inertia of a mass distribution. The eigenvalue ratio is the
ratio of the lowest eigenvalue to the sum of all three eigenvalues. For
a perfectly spherical event the eigenvalue ratio would be 1/3 because
all three eigenvalues would be equal, while a track-like event being
elongated has an eigenvalue ratio close to zero.
• MUEX: A quantity used by the IceCube collaboration as a proxy for
the energy associated with a muon event. The MuEx value is derived
from the amount and pattern of detected light under the assumption
that the light has been produced by a muon.
Reconstruction routines used are:
• MonopodFit: An advanced reconstruction which is a combination of
vertex, time, direction, and energy reconstruction that reliably gives
energy and angle information. This method uses a likelihood approach.
• CredoFit: Credo is a likelihood reconstruction algorithm for cascade-
like events. Credo describes events with the parameters of t, x, y, z,
θ, φ, E with E being the energy of a particle shower which emits the
amount of light observed in the detector.
• SPEFit: likelihood reconstruction for muon tracks to find things that
reconstruct approximately as muons. The algorithm is implemented as
a direction reconstruction for muon tracks not energy reconstruction.
SPEFit, short for single photo electron fit, only consider the very first
pulse of each DOM.
• Acer: Atmospheric Cascade Energy Reco which is used to define a high
energy branch in the Cascade Level 3 filtering.
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2.6 Ice
The south polar ice sheet was chosen not only because the quantity of ice
far exceeds what could be produced artificially, but also because the quality
of the ice is extremely high. Its properties do vary with depth due to the
combination of slow deposition over time by snowfall, which contains varying
amounts of dust and volcanic ash, and pressure and temperature variations
within the ice sheet. These properties must be measured so they can be in-
cluded accurately in both reconstruction and simulation of data observed in
the detector. The main properties of interest are the scattering and absorp-
tion of photons. Despite the fact that Antarctic ice belongs to the clearest
natural media found on Earth, allowing photons to travel for hundreds of
metres before being absorbed, it has relatively large scattering coefficients,
meaning that light quickly diffuses in the ice. The scattering and absorp-
tion coefficients vary strongly with depth. Foremost, at depths near 2000 m
there is a large concentration of dust, which causes far greater absorption
(as well as scattering) than in the rest of the ice volume. Additionally, the
deepest ice, below the dust layer is extremely pure, with absorption lengths
in excess of 100 m, allowing light to be observed from quite distant emitters,
while above the dust layer the ice is not quite as clean, and so both scat-
tering and absorption are greater. Several models of the optical properties
of the ice have been developed based on measurements of the dust concen-
tration. The models described the ice as a layered structure, with uniform
properties within each layer however a complexity which has been revealed
by recent studies of the ice is that these layers are tilted [4] and the scattering
is anisotropic [32] for example the light is scattered preferably into the flow
direction of the Antarctic glacier.
2.6.1 Dust layer veto region
In order to understand some of the event characteristics it is important to
recognise that the detecting medium (the ice) is not uniform and the layout
of the detector varies. This non-uniformity affects the variables which are
important for my research. To reduce background some criteria are taken
however they can be inefficient in extremely dusty regions of the ice. For
example consider a muon that enters the detector in a very dusty region
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so that the light by the muon as it enters the detector is absorbed before
detection on any DOMs and the first light which is seen is in the central part
of the detector. The dustiest ice region, between 2000 and 2100 m in depth
with stronger scattering and absorption than in the adjacent ice is called the
dust layer. The attenuation length of the ice at the wavelengths where the
DOMs are sensitive is shown in the following figure:
Figure 2.5: Optical attenuation length at 400 nm as a function of vertical
depth. The figure adapted from [4]
As indicated in the figure the attenuation length is on average on the order of
half the detector string spacing (120 m) or more, making it generally difficult
for high energy background events to pass between two strings undetected.
The exception is at 2050 m depth at which the attenuation length drops to
20m and inclined background events can sneak between two strings in the
outer layer and appear to start at the depth of around 2100 m when the
absorption length increases and a previously-undetectable energy deposition
rate suddenly becomes detectable. For this reason we need to recognise the
dustiest regions of the detector.
2.7 IceCube astrophysical neutrino results
In 2013 IceCube announced the first evidence for astrophysical neutrinos
[33]. This evidence was found through a filtering search which looked for
High Energy Starting Events or HESE as described above. The initial two
year search found 28 events and provided evidence for the presence of an
astrophysical flux of neutrinos events above the atmospheric background at
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4σ. This was followed up by an additional year of data. The three-year data
set, with a livetime of 988 days, contained a total of 37 neutrino candidate
events and a purely atmospheric explanation could be rejected at 5.7σ [34].
Most recently 7.5 years of the HESE search has been released with 103 events
[35]. In addition, evidence for astrophysical neutrinos has also been seen in
searches looking for upward going muon events, cascade events and other
analyses similar to the HESE analysis but targeted at lower energy ranges
(see [36] for descriptions and results from various IceCube searches).
The spectral index fit of the form E−γ to the astrophysical component of
the diffuse neutrino flux varies somewhat between the different searches. For
the HESE analysis the best fit is γ = 2.87± 0.3 while for the upward going
muon events it is γ = 2.19 ± 0.1 [35]. The latest flavour composition from
the HESE 7.5 year analysis is νe : νµ : ντ = 0.35 : 0.45 : 0.2 [35].
Until recently no association had been found between IceCube neutrino
events and known astrophysical objects. However in September 2017, a
high-energy neutrino event was found to be consistent in direction with a
blazar observed to be in a flaring state [37]. The coincidence in direction
of a blazar and a high-energy neutrino is not compelling on its own, as the
large number of blazar objects in the sky means that a chance match in di-
rection has a reasonably high probability. However the fact that the blazar
was in a flaring state added significance to the association. The details of
the high-energy neutrino event were sent in an IceCube alert and the Fermi
and MAGIC gamma-ray telescopes following up on this alert found that the
blazar TXS 0506-056 was conicident in direction and was undergoing a period
of elevated gamma-ray emission. To take advantage of multi-messenger op-
portunities, IceCube has established a system of real-time alerts that rapidly
notify the astronomical community of the direction of astrophysical neutrino
candidates [38]. From the start of the programme in April 2016 through
to October 2017, 10 public alerts have been issued for high-energy neutrino
candidate events with well-reconstructed directions [39]. Chance coincidence
of the IceCube170922A event with the flare of TXS 0506+056 is statistically
disfavored at the level of 3σ in models associating neutrino and γ-ray pro-
duction [37]. In a subsequent analysis [40], an excess of high-energy neutrino
events with respect to atmospheric backgrounds was found at the position
of TXS 0506-056 between September 2014 and March 2015. Allowing for
time-variable flux, this constitutes 3.5σ evidence for neutrino emission from
the direction of TXS 0506+056, independent of and prior to the 2017 flar-
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ing episode and suggests that blazars are the first identifiable sources of the
high-energy astrophysical neutrino flux.
2.8 Extensions to the IceCube array
IceTop does not extend beyond the cross-sectional area of the IceCube neu-
trino sensors which limits the use of IceTop as a veto. IceCube collaboration
is currently investigating a new generation IceCube detector, referred to as
IceCube-Gen2 with the aim to particularly extend the sensitivity of IceCube
to neutrinos from the Southern Hemisphere, where the background from at-
mospheric muons is most limiting (as muons cannot make it all through the
Earth). Extended surface detector might allow to reject a large fraction of
the atmospheric backgrounds muons as well as neutrinos. It is expected that
the large area of the surface array of the new generation will be more efficient
than IceTop in detecting the cosmic-ray air showers and vetoing the muons
and neutrinos produced in the atmosphere. The techniques investigated in
this thesis, will help develop the Gen-2 project.
The unique properties of the Antarctic glacier, revealed by the construction
and operation of IceCube, allow the spacing between light sensors to exceed
250 metres in IceCube-Gen2, the ten-cubic-kilometre detector, instead of the
current 125 metres. The deployment of sensors in strings with larger spacings
will enable the IceCube-Gen2 instrumented volume to rapidly grow at mod-
est costs. IceCube-Gen2 will benefit from the successful designs of the hot
water drill systems and the digital optical modules in the original IceCube
project. Minimal modifications will target improvements focused on mod-
ernization, efficiency, and cost savings. Because of its digital architecture,
the next generation facility can be operated without a significant increase in
costs. By roughly doubling the instrumentation already deployed, the tele-
scope will achieve a tenfold increase in volume to about 10 cubic kilometres,
aiming at an order of magnitude increase in neutrino detection rates. The
instrument will provide an unprecedented view of the high-energy Universe,
taking neutrino astronomy to new levels of discovery.
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IceVeto extended array
IceCube-Gen2, the second generation detector at South Pole is planned on
the same principles as IceCube but with roughly an order of magnitude bet-
ter sensitivity for achieving key science goals related to the high energy as-
trophysical neutrino flux. This increase derives primarily from larger area
and an enhanced surface veto to increase the significance of astrophysical
neutrino events relative to a background of air shower induced muons and
neutrinos [41]. The air shower array detector simulated using a code that
reads a list of IceVeto detector coordinates is displayed in 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The suggested extension of current IceTop air shower array, which




IceTop and its Veto Potential
As introduced earlier, the aim of this thesis is to investigate how an IceTop
veto can be used in a cascade analysis to distinguish astrophysical neutrino
events from events initiated by atmospheric muons. While the main goal
is to implement an IceTop veto within a cascade filtering strategy, in this
chapter we present the IceTop veto potential in general terms considering
the energy, zenith angle and surface intercept ranges for the incident cosmic
rays which would result in sufficient hits on IceTop to allow their related in-ice
event to be vetoed. We show that it is difficult to make a prediction for the
number of IceTop hits using the in-ice event characteristics which motivates
the simple IceTop veto strategy we describe in the remaining chapters of this
thesis. The extended array (introduced in section 2.8) is also considered in
this chapter and the enhanced veto potential it would enable is determined.
In addition, we start this chapter by describing the IceTop detector array
and its components and giving an overview of IceTop science results and the
work of Tosi, which also employs IceTop as a veto.
3.1 IceTop Array Introduction
IceTop is the surface component of IceCube [42]. It consists of 81 detector
stations covering an area of 1 km2 above IceCube. Stations are located close
to IceCube strings. Each IceTop station is composed of two cylindrical ice-
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filled tanks separated by 10 m to detect air shower particles using Cherenkov
light created in the tanks’ ice. The reason for having two tanks per station
is to make air shower reconstruction more robust against signal fluctuations
and allows a measurement of these fluctuations. The inner radius of a tank
is 91 cm and the tank is filled with ice up to a height of 90 cm. To detect
Cherenkov light emitted by charged particles in the ice, a tank is equipped
with two DOMS (like those described in fig. 3.6d) which are separated by 58
cm and placed at the top of the ice facing downward. The photomultiplier
tubes inside the DOMs are operated at two different gains, high-gain DOMs
and low-gain DOMs in order to enhance the dynamic range. To increase the
light yield at the photomultiplier, the inner surface of the tank is coated with
a diffusely reflective white liner made of Zirconium dioxide powder.
3.1.1 IceTop Science
The IceTop array enables studies of the energy spectrum of cosmic rays in
the energy range of 1014 eV to 1018 eV and determination of the primary
mass composition as a function of energy.
The thickness of the Antarctic glacier means that IceTop is located at an
altitude of about 2835 m above sea level. This altitude, equivalent to an
average atmospheric depth of 695 g/cm2, is quite close to shower maximum
for protons in the energy range of interest of 1014 to 1018 eV. Shower max-
imum for protons is about 550 g/cm2 at 1 PeV to 720 g/cm2 at 1 EeV [1].
An advantage of the detector being located at the shower maximum is that
fluctuations of shower density are smaller than at other stages of shower de-
velopment. This allows IceTop to have good energy resolution which in turn
enables features in the cosmic ray energy spectrum to be distinguished.
Cosmic ray studies are made using the IceTop surface array alone and also
using information from the in-ice IceCube array in conjunction with the
surface detections. Coincident events can provide information about the
cosmic ray composition by analysing the ratio of energy of the muons passing
into the deep ice and the shower size at the surface.
A recent review of science results can be found in [43]. The cosmic ray
spectrum measurements are in good agreement with other experiments and
show significant hardening of the spectrum around 20 PeV and the presence of
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the second knee above 200 PeV. IceTop composition studies show consistency
with other experiments below 100 PeV but above this energy range the IceTop
composition is high mass (iron like) while other experiments have found that
the composition transitions to proton and lower mass nuclei above 100 PeV.
In addition to the spectrum and composition of cosmic rays, another quan-
tity which is accessible to measurement is the arrival direction. As explained
earlier, charged cosmic ray particles are repeatedly scattered in the chaotic
interstellar magnetic fields and as a result the distribution of arrival directions
is expected to be highly isotropic. This is indeed what is found, however a
small anisotropy at the 10−3 level has been observed by IceTop and IceCube.
Over recent years IceCube has accumulated one of the largest cosmic ray data
sets at TeV to PeV energies which has allowed a detailed study of the mor-
phology, energy dependence and time stability of the anisotropy in the south-
ern sky. Before the IceCube measurements high-statistics results in the TeV
range were only available in the Northern Hemisphere. These measurements
showed that most of the power is in low multipoles there are small scale,
few degree anisotropies on the order of 10−5 to 10−4. The anisotropy has
been measured to be energy dependent with the most prominent anisotropy
observed in the IceCube data below 50 TeV. The IceCube results are in gen-
eral agreement with Northern Hemisphere results. The source of the cosmic
ray anisotropy remains unknown. Although a small dipole is predicted from
diffusion theory from discrete sources but the observed morphology is more
complex than simple diffusion models suggest.
3.2 IceTop as a Veto
IceTop can detect particles at the surface from the same air showers associ-
ated with in-ice detections of the cosmic ray muons and neutrinos which are
background to the search for astrophysical neutrinos. Tagging these back-
ground events through their air shower imprint on the IceTop array can be a
means to identify and remove the background. A schematic showing the use
of IceTop as a veto for identifying background events is shown in fig. 3.1.
Unfortunately the geometrical overlap of IceTop and IceCube is small, which
limits the technique but it is still useful to use the information available
from IceTop if it gives improvements in sample size or signal purity. The
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Figure 3.1: IceTop veto strategy for the IceCUbe observatory. Figure taken
from [44].
proposed future extended array mentioned in section 2.8 will have better
veto possibilities and strengthens the motivation for investigation into the
details of how a surface veto could be implemented.
Further to an overall motivation to increase signal events through incorpo-
rating a surface veto, particular motivation is given as a surface veto allows
improved access into detecting astrophysical neutrinos which enter IceCube
from above, that is from the southern sky. As the cosmic-ray induced back-
ground enters the in-ice array from above, analyses remove most, if not all,
down going events which will include any astrophysical neutrinos from the
southern sky. The fact that the galactic centre is in the southern sky provides
additional interest in enhancing the sensitivity for astrophysical neutrinos
from this direction. Another motivating factor for improving sensitivity for
downward going neutrinos is the fact that at primary energies above hundred
of TeV the Earth starts to become opaque to neutrinos due to the increasing
cross section for interaction with energy.
It should also be noted that in many cases, filter criteria which are based
on identifying cosmic ray muons will not only reduce the rate of muon back-
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ground in a sample, but will also reduce the down-going atmospheric neutrino
events present. This is because atmospheric neutrinos are accompanied by
muons which activate the veto criteria meaning that the atmospheric neu-
trino events will also be removed from the sample. This effect has been
studied for active in-ice vetoes [45–47] and would also need to be quantified
for surface vetoes for a full analysis.
3.3 Other IceTop Veto Work
Information from IceTop has been used in various IceCube analyses. For
example the HESE analyses [33, 34] have looked for accompanying hits in
the IceTop array for all of the events which passed the selection criteria, and
in the three-year analysis found that two events did have evidence for an
accompanying cosmic-ray air shower in IceTop [34].
The most substantial work that is going on to incorporate IceTop into an
astrophysical neutrino analysis with IceCube is that of Delia Tosi which is
ongoing. The most recent description of Tosi’s analysis approach in given
in [48]. Tosi is focused on high energy and very downward going track events
where IceTop has optimal veto capabilities and hopes to improve acceptance
of down-going muon neutrinos that interact in the volume between IceTop
and IceCube. Such a track event is excluded by current analyses like the
starting track analysis, and is lost in the background of down-going muons.
Tosi’s analysis is based on events which are captured by the EHE filter men-
tioned in section 2.3. The selection is refined first by selecting only events
which are reconstructed within 32◦ of vertical and have threshold values of
track length in the inice part of IceCube and distance of the extrapolated
surface intercept of the shower from the perimeter of IceCube. The thresh-
old values are currently set at 800m and 62.5m respectively but have not yet
been optimised. Tosi then uses a likelihood method where each event is given
a score expressing its likelihood to be signal or background. The likelihood
calculation is based on three parameters: the charge measured in each IceTop
tank, the residual time (the difference between recorded and expected time)
for each IceTop hit and the perpendicular lateral distance from the shower
axis of the hit tanks. The perpendicular lateral distance from the shower
axis and the expected arrival time of the shower at the tank, are calculated
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by extrapolating the muon track to the surface and using a data-derived
model for the curvature of the shower front. As mentioned above Tosi’s
approach is motivated by wanting to capture a particular angular range of
track events which are hard to obtain with any other analysis strategy. The
analysis descried in this thesis, on the other hand, is motivated by wanting
to add IceTop information into the existing cascade analysis strategy, aiming
to obtain a combination of more signal and better signal purity. The use of
traditional cascade variables in our analysis strategy is quite distinct from
Tosi’s approach which relies mostly on the IceTop information to determine
the distinction between signal and background.
The initial plan for the use of IceTop as a veto in the analysis was to take the
event information obtained from the sensors in the ice to predict the signal on
the surface. The in-ice event information from the light distribution for each
event in the detector was to be used to predict the cosmic ray zenith angle,
energy and surface intercept of the cosmic ray source. This information was
necessary to be used in the simulation code to predict the IceTop response
and determine the likelihood that a tank is hit and compare this with the
measured hits. However as it is shown in section 3.6 it was not possible to
predict the primary cosmic ray energy based on the in ice energy. Another
issue with using the cascade selection to predict the properties of the primary
was the limited angular resolution of cascade type events which is explained
in section 5.2.2. Therefore, this plan was not used in my analysis and just
direction and timing information in ice were applied in the analysis.
3.4 Simulation of Cosmic Ray Air Showers
on IceTop
In section 2.4 the CORSIKA code, which is used to generate the muon back-
ground for the inice component of IceCube, was introduced. There was no
joint IceCube-InIce and IceTop CORSIKA simulation which was suitable to
be used for the research projects undertaken for this thesis. Instead an al-
ternative code was used to investigate the veto potential of the IceTop array.
This code was developed first by Sebastian Euler and later by members of
the University of Canterbury IceCube group. It uses parameterisations of the
cosmic ray air shower content to estimate the response of a surface detector
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array to an air shower. In this section, the code, which will be referred to as
the parameterisation code, will be described, along with studies undertaken
to assess its suitability. In the remaining sections of this chapter, studies
evaluating IceTop and an extended array’s veto capabilities, will be described
along with studies to investigate how the code might be implemented into
an IceCube neutrino search.
The parameterisation code developed by Sebastian Euler takes as input an
incident cosmic ray with a specified atomic number, energy, zenith angle
and surface impact point and determines the muon and electron density at
user-specified coordinates (usually corresponding to the detector station lo-
cations). The muon and electron density are determined using parameterisa-
tions of the longitudinal and lateral air shower development. These functions
depend on the atmospheric overburden for which an appropriate expression
for the South Pole is used. More details of the parameterisation expressions
can be found in [49]. The parameterisation expressions are appropriate for a
proton primary cosmic ray particle. Primary particles with atomic number
greater than 1 are simulated by considering them as a superposition of A
showers each having energy E/A.
The probability of detecting the air shower particles p at each detector el-
ement is calculated through the product of the effective detector area with
the muon and electron density at its location. In most of our use of the code
we determine whether an IceTop tank records a hit or not by comparing
a randomly generated number with an expression derived from the Poisson





where p is the probability mentioned above obtained from the product of the
detector area and particle density and the probability of getting at least one
detection is given as P (1 or more hits) = 1− P (0 hits) = 1− e−p. The tank
is deemed to have recorded a hit if a random number Nrand, generated in the
interval 0 to 1 satisfies, Nrand ≤ P (1 or more hits).
From this description of the parameterisation code one can appreciate the
difference between it and CORSIKA; CORSIKA is a Monte-Carlo simulation
program where each simulation run from CORSIKA provides a particular re-
alisation of the possible particles arriving at the chosen detector while the
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parameterisation code is an average response. By running CORSIKA mul-
tiple times a distribution of many possible particle realisations can be built
up, including extreme occurrences where for example an unusually high pro-
portion of the initial energy is transferred to a secondary particle. A disad-
vantage in running CORSIKA is that the individual particle tracking means
that the simulation is quite slow to run. In contrast the parameterisation
code does not track individual particles but uses the parameterisations men-
tioned to determine the average density of particles expected at each detector
for a cosmic ray of a particular primary energy. One advantage is that the
parameterisation code is much quicker to run and also, for the purposes in
this thesis project, determining the average expected particle density at the
detector stations is more useful compared to a single realisation as would be
obtained from a single CORSIKA run.
Euler made a comparison of CORSIKA and the parameterisation code, com-
paring, for two zenith-angle ranges, the probability as a function of energy
for a cosmic ray shower to be vetoed by IceTop. He found very good agree-
ment between the two codes [50]. Below we describe a study that we have
undertaken comparing the predictions from the parameterisation code with
experimental data.
In most of the studies we have performed in this thesis work we require both
IceCube-InIce and IceTop hit information for the events. To obtain this
information for the simulated cosmic ray background events we have used
a hybrid of CORSIKA and the parameterisation code. Standard IceCube
simulation production CORSIKA data sets provide the IceCube-InIce event
recordings for muon background. However these production of CORSIKA
data sets do not contain any prediction for IceTop hits and to add this
information we use the parameterisation code. We use the true primary
cosmic ray energy, zenith direction and surface intercept as input to the
parameterisation code to predict whether each IceTop tank will register a hit
or not for that event. We store separately the IceTop hits due to the muon
component of the shower and the electron component of the shower. This
is performed with an IceTray module version of the parameterisation code
written in C++ by Mark Aartsen.
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3.4.1 Comparison of parameterisation code with data
In this section we describe a study we have made which compares the pa-
rameterisation code prediction for the number of hit IceTop tanks with the
number seen in data. We are particularly interested the cosmic ray air shower
events which result in hits in IceCube as this is the category of events which
we are wanting to veto. For this reason we use data taken with the EHE
filter described in section 2.3. The EHE events were chosen rather than cas-
cade filter events as we wanted events with good direction reconstruction.
For the simulated prediction we use the hybrid of CORSIKA and the pa-
rameterisation code described above, and apply the EHE filter cuts to the
simulation data sets. The experimental data was from 2012 with simulation
data created using the same detector settings.
This comparison can also be used to get information on how the IceTop veto
logic might be applied. One possibility for using the IceTop event infor-
mation is to take events detected by the IceCube in-ice array, and use the
in-ice information to deduce the likely IceTop hits if the candidate event was
actually muon background rather than a neutrino event, and compare this
prediction with detected IceTop hits.
A number of comparisons between the simulation and data are shown in figs.
3.3 to fig. 3.7. The question we want to address is the accuracy of the number
of hit tanks predicted by the parameterisation code for particular character-
istics of the primary cosmic ray, for instance energy, zenith angle and surface
intercept. As the details of the primary cosmic ray particle are not known
for the experimental data we bin both the simulation and experimental data
by characteristics which can be derived from their IceCube-InIce event in-
formation. We use the MuEx quantity mentioned in section 2.5 as a proxy
for the energy of the cosmic ray and use the reconstructed direction of the
muon track (reconstructed using the SPE fit routine) to estimate the surface
intercept of the air shower1 Events are binned using their MuEx value and
the distance their surface intercept is from the centre of the IceTop array.
The latter quantity is referred to as the radius and fig. 3.2 shows the range
of radii used in this study in comparison with the IceTop array. Note that
given the events are constrained to having passed through IceCube there is
some degeneracy between zenith angle and the surface intercept or radius
1The procedure for deriving the surface intercept is described in chapter 5.
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quantity.
Figure 3.2: Different colour circles show various shower core distances to the
centre of the IceTop array. The shower cores themselves are not plotted,
but indicate at what range they would appear. Different colour circles show
various distances to the centre of the IceTop array. This gives an indication of
what shower core distance values can mean in terms of the relative positioning
to the IceTop array when the shower core intercepts the surface.
In fig. 3.3 the distribution of the number of hit tanks is shown for events with
MuEx in the range 104.5 to 105 and radius in the range 800m to 1000m. In
both the left and right panels the orange curve shows the number of hits seen
in experimental data, where all hits are counted which fall in a time window
of (-500ns,1500ns) window around the reconstructed shower front time. The
time window is calculated for each tank individually using the time that the
shower front crosses each tank which is based on the reconstructed direction
for the air shower (taken as being equal to the reconstructed direction of
the muon track in the ice). The blue curves show the number of hit tanks
predicted by the parametrisation code; the left panel only includes muon
hits and the right panel shows both muon and electron induced hits. These
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Figure 3.3: In each panel the orange curve is the number of hit tanks in ex-
perimental data and the blue curve is the predicted number of IceTop hit tanks
from the air shower parametrisation code. Left: Muon hits only and Right: Muon
and electron hits. The vertical dashed lines indicate the median points of the
distributions.
distributions have been normalised so that that the total number of events is
1 and it is therefore the shape of the distributions which is being compared
rather than the amplitude. Overall the experimental and simulation distri-
butions look very similar. The experimental data events will also include
uncorrelated hits. In chapter 5 we study the background, uncorrelated hit
rate in IceTop and see that a randomly chosen 2000ns time window can be
expected to have at least one hit tank 40% of the time. Thus we expect to
see that the data distribution is shifted somewhat to the right in the plots
compared to the simulation data which does not include any uncorrelated
hits.
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Figure 3.4: Median number of hit tanks over a range of MuEx and radius
for experimental (orange) and simulation (blue) data. The area of the circles
displayed scales with the median. The simulation prediction includes only
muon hits.
Figure 3.5: Figure similar to fig. 3.4 but with the simulation prediction in-
cluding both muon and electron hits.
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Rather than showing distributions such as that fig. 3.3 in all of the MuEx and
radius intervals studied, we show instead in fig. 3.4 and fig. 3.5, the median in
each interval allowing a more informative comparison the full range of MuEx
and radius studied. The area of the circles scales with the median number of
hit tanks for the particular MuEx and radius range indicated on the y and x
axes respectively. The orange circle areas represent the median numbers in
the experimental data and the blue circle areas represent the median numbers
for the simulation data. Fig 3.4 show the simulation prediction made with
the muon hits only and fig. 3.5 shows the simulation prediction including
both both muon and electron hits.
In general terms, one can see in fig. 3.4 and fig. 3.5 that, as expected, the
higher energy and smaller radius events have the higher number of hit tanks.
This as expected as for the small radius events it is likely that the air shower
core, with the greatest density of particles, will impact the IceTop array.
fig. 3.4 indicates that if considering only the muon hits in the simulation,
that the median number of IceTop hit tanks is underestimated compared to
the data. Including the electron hits as in fig. 3.5 improves the agreement
between simulation and experimental data. It was anticipated that the elec-
tron hits might not contribute as the electromagnetic component of the air
shower is more easily attenuated by snow cover on the IceTop tanks2 and
snow attenuation is not included in the parameterisation code. This could
be studied further by making a similar comparison study for years later than
2012. The muon hit rate is expected to be reasonably stable and an annual
decrease could be modeled to understand better the magnitudes of each hit
component. It could also be the case that the parameterisation expressions
of the muon density used in the code underestimate the muon component.
Several cosmic ray detectors have reported an excess of muons in air showers
compared to the expectations from simulations [51–53] and it would be useful
to check the muon profiles in the parameterisation code with the most recent
IceTop measurements of the muon lateral development function [54]. In any
case for our current purpose of preliminary investigations into the use of an
IceTop, or extended surface array, veto the general agreement between the
code and the data is sufficient. A full IceTop veto implementation, however,
would require a careful calibration of simulation estimates with the actual
2Although the IceTop tanks were installed on the surface, snowfall in the subsequent
years means that they are now buried by snow. The IceTop event rate decreases each year
which is due to the snow cover
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IceTop detection efficiency.
3.5 Scope of IceTop as a veto
In this section we describe the results of two studies undertaken to investigate
the capability of IceTop to act as a veto for background events in IceCube.
The first study was performed by a member of our group, Kiran Munawar, as
part of her MSc thesis research [55]. Munawar used the parameterisation code
described in the previous section to investigate the number of tanks that were
hit as a function of energy, angle of inclined cosmic rays and surface intercept
distance (radius quantity in previous section). The results are shown in the
heat plots in fig. 3.6. The colour shading indicates the probability that there
will be two or more tanks with only the muon density contributing. Each
plot is for a a different energy primary cosmic ray ranging from 102 TeV
to 105 TeV, and the probability is shown as a function of zenith angle and
surface intercept distance or radius. The basic shapes which can be seen in
the plots are a consequence of the geometry required for the shower front
to intercept IceTop; for small radii where the surface intercept is within
the array boundaries, vertical showers are the most favourable orientation,
while the further intercept is from the array boundary the more inclined
the shower needs to be for the shower front to impact the array. The plots
should be close to symmetrical and the deviations from symmetry indicate
a lack of statistics in these plot. It can be seen that for the 102 TeV shower
only the most vertical and close showers have any significant change to be
detected, while at 105 TeV most showers within 2000m of the array centre
will be detected by two or more tanks. The probabilities for the intermediate
energies link these possibilities with a greater than 70 % probability of two
hit tanks for most zenith angles with radii less than 600 at 103 TeV, while
at 104 TeV this probability is maintained out to radii of 1000m or more.
Fig 3.7 shows the results of a similar study where we have also investigated
the potential of the IceVeto extended array introduced in section 2.8. In this
study we also investigated the veto efficiency as a function of energy and
surface intercept distance or radius but rather than sampling uniformly in
these variable spaces we have considered CORSIKA simulations of air shower




Figure 3.6: Numbers on the colour bar show the probability of getting one or
more muon hits. Colours show the change in probability from high (red) to low
(blue).
proportion of these events which would be vetoed. The veto condition in this
study was two hit tanks with muon and electron densities both included in
the hit tank assessment. 3.2 m2 panels were assumed for the extended array.
The results are shown as a function of the MuEx and radius quantities.
While there is not a direct relation between MuEx and the primary cosmic
ray particle energy, referring to our study described in the next section and
the results displayed in fig. 3.9 it can be seen that the MuEx range in fig. 3.7
relates typically to primary energies in the range 102 TeV to 105 TeV. The
area of the circles in fig. 3.7 scales with the veto efficiency for the extended
array shown in red and the existing IceTop array in blue. Once again it can
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be seen that, as expected, high-energy, close showers have the best efficiency
to be vetoed and at the highest energies investigated the extended array had
nearly 50 % efficiency out to 10000 m where IceTop’s veto efficiency is only
25 % . The extended array also extends significantly the veto efficiency for
lower energy events with 30 % efficiency still possible in the 103 TeV primary
energy range ( MuEx ∼ 104 ) out to radii of 4000m.




































































Fraction > 2 hit detectors, 3.2m2 panels
Simulation ( + e), IT Simulation ( + e), IT + Ext.
Figure 3.7: Vetoing event fraction, condition: 2 hit detectors.Blue IceTop
veto only. Red IceTop + IceVeto extended array.
In the next chapter we investigate the potential for the IceTop veto to enhance
background rejection in a cascade analysis where many background events
have already been removed through the cascade filter strategy.
3.6 Relationship between in-ice event energy
estimates and primary particle energy
In the last section of this chapter we investigate the relationship between
primary cosmic ray energy and the energy quantities which can be derived
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from the in-ice event information. These studies were performed as part of
our investigation into possible approaches for implementing the IceTop veto.
One possibility is to use the parameterisation code to determine the likeli-
hood that IceTop tanks are hit for a given event observed in IceCube and
to compare this with the observed tank hit number. In order to do this
we would need all the inputs that are needed for the parameterisation code.
That is the cosmic ray primary energy , surface intercept and direction and
these parameters would need to be estimated from the event’s characteris-
tics in the ice. The energy of the primary cosmic ray is the quantity which
will suffer from the large variability due to the quantum nature of the air
showers given that the same cosmic ray energy can result in many different
possibilities for the air shower and in-ice muon energies. This is coupled with
the uncertainties involved in determining the energy of the muons from the
amount and pattern of Cherenkov light detected.
We can characterise the variability using CORSIKA background simulation
events. For a given primary particle energy the distribution of variables such
as MuEx or other reconstructed quantities depends on the filter conditions
which have been applied to the data. As our aim is to implement the veto
within a cascade analysis for our first comparison we used CORSIKA back-
ground simulation events which had been subjected to the same filter cuts
as the sample that we would be applying the veto criteria to. we checked
how correlated primary energy is with any reconstructed quantity that we
could use. Or second comparison was using the EHE sample and gave us a
best-case scenario’ result. We did our study with the Credo energy quantity
(see section 2.5) and MuEx.
Fig 3.8 shows the 2D histogram of the simulation results for the background
sample which has been subjected to typical cascade filter constraints includ-
ing removing coincident events and constraining the event vertex to be not
too far outside the detector edge3. The vertical axis of the histogram is the
primary cosmic ray energy and the horizontal axis is an estimate of the en-
ergy of the particles passing through the detector. The number given in each
box shows the number of events falling within that box.
3The specific filter conditions are cascades with acerenergy > 10000,
CredoF itposition < 500, topoSplit = 1, I3XY scale < 1.2 and extended icetopCut.
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Figure 3.8: Two-dimensional histogram showing the distribution of primary
cosmic ray energies against reconstructed credo energies. Numbers are the
number of events falling in each bin. The red horizontal lines show median
values of the primary cosmic ray energy for a given credo energy. This plot
was produced from CORSIKA dataset 6514 with cascade filtering applied.
Figure 3.9: The relation between cosmic ray energy and MuEx. The median
energy of the primary particle is represented by the red solid line.
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A plot of MuEx versus primary particle energy is shown in fig. 3.9. This
is produced using CORSIKA simulations. This CORSIKA simulation was
subjected to the same filtering process as the EHE sample. As can be seen
from the spread in blue shading a given MuEx value result from a spread
of primary particle energies. The median primary energy is shown in red
and the first and second standard deviations are shown by the dashed lines.
It can be seen that for a given MuEx 90% of primary particle energies lies
within a reasonably narrow range.
As expected both fig. 3.8 and fig. 3.9 show a spread in primary particle
energies for a given reconstructed quantity. The distribution illustrated in
the figures could be used within a likelihood veto method relating the number
of hits predicted in a surface array with the number of events seen. However
in this preliminary investigation we decided to take a simpler approach with
a decision to veto events based on the number of IceTop hits seen within a
time-window around the expected shower front time at each IceTop tank.
The parameterisation code was not used in the veto criteria for the data
applied in the remaining chapters of this thesis, but was used to estimate the
veto performance on background simulation. The likelihood approach could
be pursued in future implementations of the veto.
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Chapter 4
Incorporating an IceTop veto
into a Cascade Analysis
In previous chapters the air shower parametrization code was used to inves-
tigate the possible performance of an IceTop veto for removing cosmic ray
events as a function of the cosmic ray angle, energy and surface intercepts.
In this chapter the potential for the improvement from using an IceTop veto
in a cascade analysis is studied. As explained in section 2.3 various different
strategies are used to obtain neutrino samples and this thesis is particularly
concerned with the cascade analysis strategy. We now investigate the per-
formance of the IceTop veto on a sample of background events which has
already been reduced by cuts aimed at selecting events with properties typ-
ical of neutrino induced cascade events.
We are interested in how much further background can be removed from the
IceCube data stream after the data has already been filtered through the
standard cascade criteria. In addition, we are interested in the feasibility
of relaxing some of the standard cascade criteria and replacing them with
the IceTop veto. The motivation for this is that neutrino signal events are
also removed by some of the filter requirements and so relaxing some of the
requirements may allow a higher proportion of signal events to be retained.
As explained in section 2.3 it is useful to separate cascade events which are
completely in the detector and the ones which are partially within IceCube,
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with the events belonging to either the contained or the uncontained sample.
These two samples can be analysed separately. The contained sample still
contains a large number of background events as the string spacing means
that it is possible for muons to enter the inner part of IceCube without
being detected on the outer strings. However it will have a lower proportion
of background than the uncontained sample meaning that different filtering
criteria are appropriate for the contained and uncontained samples. The
performance of the IceTop veto is studied separately for the contained and
uncontained samples. It is found that there is no additional gain in using
the IceTop veto with the contained event selection but there is potential for
gain with the uncontained cascade analysis.
We first briefly describe the standard cascade filtering steps before describing
the effect of incorporating the IceTop veto. A detailed description of the
relevant contained and uncontained cascade analysis steps can be found in
Achim Stoessel’s PhD thesis [56]. The studies performed on this chapter
were applied to IC79 background samples as these were the samples used in
the cascade analyses described in [56].
4.1 Initial Cascade Filtering Levels
IceCube data filtering is traditionally performed in stages which are referred
to as levels. The first filtering levels are conservative and aimed to reduce
the amount of background events so that it is feasible to run more computa-
tionally expensive algorithms.
As explained in chapter 2, before any filtering on the data transferred to the
Northern Hemisphere is applied, a general processing called level 2 is run on
all events. This is followed by level 3, where the data stream is split into
sub-streams, and events which do not satisfy the relevant quality criteria are
removed from the stream. Data at level 3 processing is reduced by about 2
orders of magnitude compared to the level 2 data stream. Cascade specific
reconstruction algorithms are mainly part of L3 processing. There are 18
Cascade Variables calculated, like depth of the first hit (the z position in
metres of the first hit DOM), maxDomChargeOM (the OM number of the
DOM with the most charge) and earliest Layer (the horizontal layer with the
earliest hit in it), which are used as statistics for discriminating signal and
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background.
In the cascade samples used in this thesis, only single events are retained.
By single events, it is meant events where there is no evidence of two or
more coincident events as determined by the Topological Splitter module.
The Topological Splitter module searches for sub-patterns which are causally
connected in an event and splits the event into the sub-patterns. The number
of splits is also stored for each event. Two pulses are causally connected, if
their distance in time and space is compatible with the hypothesis that a
particle moving with the speed of light could cause the pulses.
For consistency checks between the contained and uncontained samples, the
two separate samples are optimized separately with different selection cri-
teria. Both a low and a high-energy sample are obtained for the contained
analysis and only a high-energy sample for the uncontained analysis. To
define the high energy branch in the Cascade Level 3 filter a routine called
Acer is used which was introduced in section 2.5.
4.1.1 Containment criterion
The various reconstruction routines mentioned in section 2.5 can be used
to estimate the vertex for each event. Events for which the reconstructed
CredoFit vertex is beyond the detector, or where the DOM with the largest
charge is on one of the outer strings are classified as uncontained events and
the rest are contained events. In fig. 4.1 the definitions of the x − y plane
layers in IceCube are shown with the layers defined by the string number.
The further in from the edge strings we are, the more contained the event,
and the smaller the layer number. The defined horizontal layers go from 0
at the core to outermost strings. Layer 5 is the outer most layer which is the
boundary used to define containment.
However this containment criteria can be inefficient in extremely dusty re-
gions of the ice. For example consider a muon that enters the detector in a
very dusty region so that the light by the muon as it enters the detector is
absorbed before detection on any DOMs, and the first light which is seen is
in the central part of the detector. Such a muon event would be included in
the contained sample. A way to counter this is to include in the containment
criteria conditions excluding events where the first light observed is close to
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Figure 4.1: IceCube layers in Horizontal plane. This is used to define the
events inside the detector or the ones partially contained.
the dust regions.
Further containment criteria were applied within the contained analysis with
depth dependent z restriction for the event vertex only applied later in the
filter sequence.
4.2 Contained Event Selection
The contained analysis criteria used in this study were optimised by Mariola
Lesiak-Bzdak [57] for both atmospheric and astrophysical analyses of IC79.
The first set of cuts are summarised in section 4.2. The first five variables
used are collectively referred to as Preliminary Level 4. The subsequent
three cuts were applied for the astrophysical branch with a cut on energy
two further position-based cuts added in order to have a full containment at
this cut level.
Events with vertices at the top and bottom of the detector are more likely to
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Level Cut Label Cut Value Description
Prel L4 TopoSplits TopoSplits ==1 Select events with only one
subevent found by Topological-
Splitter
Prel L4 NString NString ≥ 4 Select events seen by 4 or more
strings (calculated from HLC
pulses)
Prel L4 DepthFirstHit -430 < DepthFirstHit < 430 Select events with the first hit
(HLC+SLC) between -430 me-
ters and 430 meters.
Prel L4 EarliestLayer EarliestLayer ≤ 4 Retain only the events which
have the first hit on inner or mid-
dle layer
Prel L4 MaxChargeOM 58 ≥ MaxChargeOM ≥ 8 Cut away events where the max-
imum charge was seen by 7 top
most DOMs .
log10(CredoEnergy) log10(CredoEnergy) > 10 TeV This analysis is aimed at search-
ing for high-energy cascades
(above ∼ 20 TeV) and with this
cut we reject lower energy events
dominated by atmospheric back-
ground
CredoPosZ -450 < CredoPosZ < 450 Select events with the recon-
structed vertex between -450 m
and 450 m
PolygonCr1it PolygonCr1it Remove uncontained events for
Credo 1it vertex .
Table 4.1: Summary of Level4 selection criteria applied in the contained
analysis [57]
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be background. Therefore we require that we reject events with credo posi-
tion z above and below 450 meters. In addition it is found that background
can be reduced if cuts based on the depth of the DOM which observed the
most charge is applied. We find that there is a substantial reduction in the
atmospheric muon background when considering events with an index cor-
responding to the top of the detector. In order to remove these background
events, the DOM with maximum charge was required to have an index of 8
or below, which corresponds to requiring the DOM with maximum charge to
be below 120 meters (7 × 17 m DOM spacing on a string) of the top of the
In-Ice detector. In addition we also require that the maximum charge DOM
is not one of the lowest two DOMs on a string.
4.3 Uncontained Event Selection
Here we discuss the uncontained event filtering, which differs from contained
events. This filtering strategy was developed by Achim Stoessel [56].
An energy cut is applied as the Monte Carlo simulation shows a large drop
in statistics for cosmic ray primaries with energies smaller than 30 TeV per
nucleon. Therefore it is required that the reconstructed energy to be larger
than 10 TeV given that the background modelling is inaccurate for lower
energy events. A large suppression of background muons due to the steeply
falling atmospheric muon spectrum is an effect of this condition.
The ice is less clear in the top region of the detector, and thus reconstruction
performance is relatively poor, so the reconstructed z-position of the vertex,
calculated by single iterative CREDO fit (1-fold iterative reconstructions)
performed at level 3, is used to remove the region above the instrumented
volume of IceCube. A fiducial volume and a very simple quality criterion is
required because cascades which have their vertices outside the instrumented
volume of IceCube can only be detected up to a certain distance. The indi-
vidual DOMs need to register a certain amount of photoelectrons in order for
reconstructions algorithms to effectively reconstruct the event. As the light
intensity decreases with the distance from the event vertex for cascades, not
taking into account scattering and absorption in the ice it prohibits to go
further out than about 500 - 800 m.
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Vertices which are large distances from the IceCube footprint are likely to
have unreliable reconstructions. Two cuts on the scaling variable (I3XYScale)
and on L3Credo vertex z are applied to remove these events. I3Scale is part
of the project phys-services. The “I3Scale” parameter, is for a given vertex,
the factor by which the original IceCube geometry (defined by its geometric
volume) has to be scaled to such a size that the vertex lies on the edge of
the scaled detector. This variable indicates if the reconstructed vertex of an
event might be contained. Its value is less than 1 if the detector geometry
needs to be shrunk to contain the reconstructed vertex and is greater than 1
if the detector geometry needs to be expanded to contain the reconstructed
vertex. This variable can be split into its XY and Z components, however
only its XY component is used here. So I3XYScale describes the factor by
which the polygon spanned by the IceCube geometry in the XY plane has to
be scaled so that the reconstructed vertex lies on the edge of that polygon.
Events which have triggered less than 120 optical modules are removed from
the data. The reason for this is that the number of active channels or DOMs
with observed pulses can be used as an energy proxy. The variable NChannel
yields small values for low energy events, or for events which are outside the
detector, or for muon tracks with only a few, dim catastrophic energy losses.
Besides rejecting low energy background events this variable varies largely
with the position of the interaction vertex and so it serves as an estimate of
event quality. This is especially important, as for vertices at the edge of the
instrumented volume the hit pattern might look different than the patterns
some of the selection criteria algorithms were optimized for. Thus requiring
a minimum of active channels ensures that the calculation of such variables
yields these differences are getting smaller. After ensuring that events have
a good enough quality for the reconstruction of hit-pattern characteristics at
level 4, a massive suppression of background happens at the level 5 analysis
filter by exploiting the reconstruction results with the aim to separate shower
events from mis-reconstructed events. Variables and the motivation of these
variables used at this level of cascade analysis are described as follows:
The ratio of Maximum charge to the total charge : QMax/QTOT
QMax is the dom max charge and QTOT is the total charge obtained in an
event. There are events referred to as balloon events which are mainly tracks
of atmospheric muons which pass very close or even through a single DOM
and deposit a large amount of charge in that single DOM. Many of the
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selection criteria variables might falsely classify these events as a high quality
cascade like events and falsely attribute high reconstructed energies to such
events especially if the incident muon has a catastrophic energy loss at that
position and rest of the track is dim. A variable, which is sensitive to such
events is the ratio of the maximum of the observed charges by all active
DOMs and the sum of all observe charges. The reason that the total amount
of collected charge of all active DOMs is chosen to look at is because it serves
as an energy proxy too and enhance a measure of cascade event quality is
provided as complementary to number of active channels (DOMs). What this
means is if a little amount of light is deposited by an event total charge yields
a small number, however NChannel might be large. This might be the case
for a cascade far outside the instrumented volume where the registered light
is scattered multiple times and thus many DOMs record only few photons,
or alternatively for a muon track, which crosses over entire detector, leaving
only a few hits in each optical module.
SPEFIT:
SPEFIT is the zenith angle obtained using the SPEFIT routine. We want
SPEFIT to find things that reconstruct approximately as muons. The algo-
rithm is implemented as a direction reconstruction for muon tracks without
energy reconstruction. SPEFIT, short for single photo electron fit, only con-
siders the very first pulse of each DOM. There are CORSIKA background
events which might even pass the cascade cuts but have a SPEFIT that re-
constructs a roughly right direction, so the events that pass other cuts but
have down going tracks might be removed using SPEFIT cut. The COR-
SIKA events on the top reconstructed as down going are the best targets
in this case as IceTop cut can also help to recover part of the signal flux.
The distribution of the signal events against cos θ should be uniform, and
therefore signal events can be kept by relaxing the SPEFIT cut.
TIME SPLIT:
Another topology variable used in analysis is TimeSplitPosition splitting the
event in time or in space. Splitting the event in time, each event is split
into two halves based on the charge-weighted mean time, and the cascade
reconstruction is run on each half separately. The differences between the two
sets of individual reconstruction results are calculated. Then, the difference
TimeSplitPosition between reconstructed vertex positions for both halves
is calculated. For the events consistent with a signal cascade hit pattern
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this number has a smaller value than for track-like events and allows the
separation of signal and background.
CORECORONASPLIT:
Corecoronasplit is a variable which is obtained by the split reconstruction al-
gorithm. It is a split reconstruction algorithm that follows a parametrization
based on an estimate of how far the emitted light from the vertex can travel
without being scattered. A sphere is defined and pulses are attributed within
the sphere and pulses attributed outside the sphere. The vertex displacement
is calculated from the vertices found after applying a cascade reconstruction
algorithm on the two split pulse series. The vertex is expected to be invariant
switching between the two pulse series for the profile of a cascade hypothesis
of isotropic light emission.
DTNEARLY:
Assuming a point-like light emitter at a given vertex with no scattering, light
will travel isotropically with the local speed of light in the ice from this point
to the individual sensors and be recorded. If the vertex assumption is correct,
no sensor will register hits at times earlier than the direct travel time added
to the vertex interaction time. The direct travel time is given by tgeo = d/Cice
with d being the distance between sensor and vertex and Cice is the speed of
light in ice. Calculating the time difference between the first recorded hit and
tgeo allows one to identify deviations in the hit pattern from the hypothesis.
If the calculated time difference is found to be negative, this indicates that
the given vertex position is not accurate. The background rejection power of
DTN EARLY is the largest among the variables used to suppress background
in the uncontained analysis with no IceTop cut distribution. It is especially
useful when large parts of the track remain undetected, e.g. when a muon
flies by the instrumented volume, leaving only very few hits of the track in
the detector, but a large catastrophic energy loss. In these cases, often times
DTN EARLY is the only variable classifying these events correctly.
4.4 IceTop Veto and the Contained Sample
In order to investigate whether an IceTop veto can remove any of the back-
ground events remaining after the data has been filtered through the con-
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Cut Label Cut Value
TensorOfInertia Eigenvalueratio > 0.1
SPEFit4 zenith < 0.25
CoronasplitDT > -400
TimeSplitDT < 550





Table 4.2: Summary of the Level 5 selection criteria applied in the uncon-
tained analysis [56]
tained cascade selection criteria we started by applying the IceTop veto to
CORSIKA simulation events (6514 set) which had been taken to the prel4
stage. The prel4 criteria are given in section 4.2. Three further variables of
Credo energy, Credo position and PolygonCr1it are added to preL4 to give
the full level 4 filtering sequence. For each cosmic-ray event in the simulation
sample we assessed the number of hits expected on the IceTop array using
the parameterisation code described in section 3.4. The parameterisation
code requires the cosmic ray energy, zenith direction, and surface intercept
for which we used the true values from the original CORSIKA simulation.
Given the charge and muon density expected at each tank’s location, the
Poisson fluctuation expression described in section 3.4 was used to deter-
mine whether a tank registered a hit or not An event was deemed to be cut
by the IceTop veto if two or more IceTop tanks received hits. In this study
there was no timing requirement implemented on these hits.
From fig. 4.2 we can see the ratio of the number events before and after
the application of the IceTop veto is close to one showing that there is little
to be gained from applying the IceTop cut on top of the preL4 stage. We
wanted to investigate whether there could be a gain in applying the IceTop
veto at an earlier stage where it could possibly be used to compensate for
relaxing one of the cascade filter criteria which might allow greater signal
retention. To be conservative we started from the L3 stage with the con-
tainment condition (shown in fig. 4.3) and checked the influence of adding
the IceTop cut after each of the cut variables was individually applied. For
instance fig. 4.4 shows the level of background reduction when earliestLayer
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cut is added to containment criteria and fig. 4.5 shows the effect of veto cut
on simulated background after both containment and maxDomChargeOM
cuts are applied to the L3 cut sample. Among those after adding the IceTop
veto to MaxDomOmCharge we saw that a very small number of events were
reduced which means that it might be possible to relax MaxDomOmCharge
and add IceTop veto cut instead to get rid of the events that was previously
removed by MaxDomOmCharge.
 log(MonopodFit energy) 

























Corsika (6514) after preL4Cuts
Corsika (6514) after preL4Cuts and IceTop-veto cut
Figure 4.2: Rate of events as a function of energy. The veto cut has been
made on simulated background at the level of preliminary L4 cut.
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 log(MonopodFit energy) 






















Corsika (6514) after containment cut




Figure 4.3: Rate of events as a function of energy. The veto cut has been
made on simulated background after containment cut is applied to the L3
cut sample.
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 log(MonopodFit energy) 

























Corsika (6514) after containment & earliestLayer cuts
Corsika (6514) after adding IceTop-veto cut to containment & earliestLayer cuts
Figure 4.4: Rate of events as a function of energy. The veto cut has been
made on simulated background after both containment and earliestLayer cuts






























Corsika (6514) after containment & maxDomChargeOM cuts
Corsika (6514) after adding IceTop-veto cut to containment & 
maxDomChargeOM cuts
Figure 4.5: Rate of events as a function of energy. The veto cut has been
made on simulated background after both containment and maxDomChar-
geOM cuts are applied to the L3 cut sample.
From this study we see that it might be possible to replace the MaxDom-
Charge cut with the IceTop veto cut. However before this decision can be
made we also have to compare the amount of signal which is reduced by each
of the possibilities. We used a nugen sample and compared the survival rate
of signal event after all of the cascade cuts, except the MaxDomCharge cut,
had been applied and then with the additional MaxDomCharge cut. The
results of this study are shown in fig. 4.6.
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Nugen (6461) before adding MaxDomChargeOm position to the preL4 cuts
Nugen (6461) after adding MaxDomChargeOm position to the preL4 cuts
Figure 4.6: Signals before and after adding MaxDomChargeOm position to
the preL4 cuts
It can be seen from fig. 4.6 that the MaxDomCharge cut removed very lit-
tle additional signal which means that there is nothing to be gained with
replacing this cut with the IceTop veto.
From the study of incorporating IceTop veto on the contained cascade sam-
ple, it was determined that there is nothing to be gained from applying
the IceTop veto on contained sample because the cascade cuts remove all the
same backgrounds that the veto could access with the remaining backgrounds
outside of the range that IceTop veto can remove. Although the contained
analysis doesn’t benefit from the current surface veto, the extended array
might catch the backgrounds which were not accessible by the current Ice-
Top array.
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Cut Level Rate, no veto + IceTop cut + Extended surface array
L4 uncontained 0.014256 0.014106 0.012732
L4 uncon+Spe 0.000431 0.000428 0.000404
L4 uncon+qratio 0.013485 0.013342 0.012033
L4 uncon+magnet 0.011698 0.011593 0.010527
L4 uncon+ts(dr) 0.011492 0.011389 0.010620
L4 uncon+toi 0.014166 0.014017 0.012646
L4 uncon+fillratio 0.003609 0.003531 0.002882
L4 uncon+DTN 0.000284 0.000282 0.000239
L4 uncon+ tt 0.002545 0.002519 0.002132
L4 uncon + corona 0.003201 0.003146 0.002623
L5 0.000017 0.000017 0.000017
Table 4.3: Background reduction with IceTop and extended IceTop array.
4.5 IceTop Veto and the Uncontained Sample
In this section we investigate the potential for the IceTop veto to remove
background for an uncontained cascade filter strategy. Again we examine
the effect on reducing the background and also if there is utility in relaxing
existing cuts values with aim of retaining more signal.
As for the contained sample we applied the IceTop veto to CORSIKA simula-
tion events which had been processed to the Level 5 stage of the uncontained
cascade analysis. For this study we determined the number of hits on the
IceTop array using the Poisson fluctuation expression used with the shower
particle density evaluated at each IceTop tank as described in section 3.4.
We found that there was little change in the background rate if the IceTop
filter was applied at level 5. The level 5 criteria are given in table 4.2. We
investigated whether any of the Level 5 criteria could be replaced with the
IceTop veto by taking the Level 4 processed data and examining the rate af-
ter applying each individual Level 5 cut, and also the background rate with
each cut and also the IceTop veto cut. The results from this study are shown
in table 4.3. The final line of the table gives the background rate at Level
5. In this table we also evaluate the potential of the extended surface array
to remove background events in the third column. In addition we examined
the removal of signal events by each of the Level 5 uncontained cut criteria











L4 uncon+ tt 69.834602
L4 uncon + corona 73.577774
L5 32.257518
Table 4.4: In this table the reduction in signal rate is shown as a function of
cut variable
.
It can be seen in table 4.4 that the SPE variable removes the most signal
events. The SPE varaible is the reconstructed incoming direction, or zenith
angle, reconstructed with the SPEFit routine. The cut removes all events
which have a cosine of this angle which is greater than 0.25. This motivates
relaxing the SPE variable with the aim of replacing its background removal
with that of the IceTop veto. As the IceTop veto should be most effective for
cosmic ray events which are close to vertically down it was decided to trial
keeping events with a zenith angle cosine of 0.9 or greater.
To understand the gain in signal expected with this change we plotted the
distribution of signal events, at this level of the uncontained cascade analysis,
as a function of zenith angle. We expect signal events to come from all direc-
tions equally and so to have a flat distribution as a function of zenith angle.
However it can seen that the signal distribution at Level 5 of the uncontained
cascade analysis as shown in fig. 4.7 is not flat. This is presumably because
signals coming from above are removed by other cuts already applied to the
event sample. While the gain in signal is not as much as hoped for it was
decided that it was still sufficient to warrant the change.
Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 display the results of the effect of applying the
IceTop veto cut after the Level 5 uncontained cascade analysis cuts. For the
results displayed in fig. 4.8 and fig. 4.10 the reduced zenith angle cut described
above has been implemented. The red points show the background rate after
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Signal events at L5 with no SPE cut
Rate
Figure 4.7: Signal distribution against SPE variable.
the uncontained cascade cuts, but before the IceTop veto is applied while the
blue points are the background rate once the IceTop veto has been applied.
The absence of a blue dot at higher energy levels in fig. 4.9 and fig. 4.10
is because there were no simulated events remaining after the IceTop veto
cut had been applied. There is however low statistics available and this
is indicated by the length of the blue vertical uncertainty bar. Figure 4.8
displays the event rate as a function of zenith angle, while fig. 4.9 and fig. 4.10
show the event rate as a function of energy. It can be seen from fig. 4.8 that
the overall background rate is not diminished greatly with the IceTop veto
but from fig. 4.9 and fig. 4.10 we can see that the IceTop veto is effective
at higher energies. It appears that the extra background events which were
able to pass due to the reduced zenith angle cut have not all been removed
by IceTop veto cut. However the fact that the IceTop veto is more effective
at higher energies motivates its implementation, and potentially to use the
zenith angle cut in an energy dependent manner so only high-energy events
from the vertical region are retained as these have a good probability to be
removed by the IceTop veto.
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Figure 4.8: Event rate as a function of zenith angle. The red points show the
event rate after the modified Level 5 contained cascade cuts. The modified
Level 5 contained cuts are the standard contained cuts with the relaxed zenith
angle cut as described in the text. The blue points show the event rate after
the IceTop veto cut has been imposed (without any time restriction on the
hits). The bottom panel is the ratio of the event rates before and after the





































Figure 4.9: Event rate as a function of energy. The red points show the event
rate after the uncontained cascade cuts. The blue points show the event rate
after the IceTop veto cut has been imposed (without any time restriction on
the hits). The bottom panel is the ratio of the event rates before and after
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Figure 4.10: Event rate as a function of energy. The red points show the event
rate after the modified Level 5 uncontained cascade cuts. The modified Level
5 uncontained cuts are the standard uncontained cuts with the relaxed zenith
angle cut as described in the text. The blue points show the event rate after
the IceTop veto cut has been imposed (without any time restriction on the
hits). The bottom panel is the ratio of the event rates before and after the
IceTop veto is applied.
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Chapter 5
Investigations into a Suitable
Time Interval to define
Correlated Hits
In this chapter we present various studies performed in order to inform our
decision on a suitable time-window to use to define correlated hits in the
IceTop data. In the previous chapter we investigated the potential for fur-
ther background reduction using an IceTop veto within a cascade analysis.
Our investigations used simulations of the cosmic ray background. With
simulated data there is no ambiguity over associating the IceTop hits with
the IceCube-InIce event and the results we presented were based on all the
associated IceTop hits being identified. In actual data however a defined
time-window is needed to be able to associate the IceCube-InIce and IceTop
detected signals. The optimum length of the time-window is a compromise
between the risk of removing astrophysical neutrino events due to the time-
window containing the chance coincidence of an unrelated air shower event,
and the length of time needed to account for the spread in arrival times of
associated IceTop hits. For the latter there is an inherent expected spread in
times related to the width of the shower front and there are also uncertainties
in relating the expected IceTop hit times to the IceCube-InIce hit times due
to the uncertainties in the reconstruction direction of the IceCube event.
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We start this chapter by describing how we estimate the expected time of
hit IceTop tanks from the IceCube-InIce event time and direction. We then
describe the studies we have performed to investigate the factors, discussed
above, which inform the time-window choice. Included in this description are
studies we have made to compare the various reconstruction routine options
available for estimating the angular direction of the IceCube-InIce event.
5.1 Calculation of the front impact time on
IceTop
The relationship between the IceCube-InIce event time and the hit times on
IceTop tanks for air shower events is related to the geometry of the event and
can be calculated from the IceCube-InIce event vertex coordinates and the
reconstruction direction of the air shower. A schematic figure of an example
coincident event is showed in fig. 5.1. The IceCube-InIce event in fig. 5.1
is assigned a vertex x0 and a time t0 by a reconstruction routine using the
IceCube-InIce information. Under the assumption that the event is neutrino-
induced, the vertex and time correspond to the estimate of the location and
time of the neutrino interaction in the ice. In the case that the event is
actually muon background the vertex and time do not actually correspond
to any particular interaction but will represent an estimate for a location
that the muon passed through at the time that it was at that location. In
addition the reconstruction routine will estimate an angular direction for the
event which is an estimate for the shower front axis direction when the event
is a background event. In fig. 5.1 associated hits in the IceTop array are
recorded on stations with coordinates x1 and x2 at times t1 and t2. In the
example shown in fig. 5.1 t1 will be earlier than t0 while t2 will be be after t0.
The relative time offset between t0 and t1 and t2 can be obtained by finding
the distances d1 and d2 along the shower front axis and using the fact that
the shower front moves at speed c. We define the time offset (t0− ti) = di/c.
The relative sign of t0 − ti will be related to the sign of the distance di. The
distance di, including its sign can be determined from the dot product of
the unit vector in the direction of wave front axis with the vector directed
from the event vertex coordinate to the tank coordinate. The latter vectors
are labelled as l1 and l2 in the diagram. Given x0, t0 and the reconstructed
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Figure 5.1: An example of an event detected coincidentally in IceCube-InIce
and IceTop is displayed. The IceCube-InIce event is assigned a vertex coor-
dinate and event time defining the time difference between an IceTop tank
hit time and an event time in the IceCube-InIce array.
direction for an IceCube-InIce event the expected time for associated hits
on each IceTop tank can be estimated. There will be some scatter in the
recorded IceTop tank hit times so that the actual IceTop hit times will arrive
in a time window around this expected time. This scatter is due to the
fact that the shower front has some inherent width and also because any
difference between the estimated shower front direction and the true shower
front direction will result in an error in the estimated tank hit time. In the
next section we investigate the expected scatter in tank hit times resulting
from these effects.
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5.2 Time window considerations
To help inform our decision on an appropriate time-window we investigated
three factors. First we needed to consider the natural spread in the hit times
that arrive. Second, we also needed to know what is the expected angular
resolution for cascade-like background events and to find the resulting error
in the expected tank hit-time due to the error in the reconstructed cosmic-
ray direction. Because we are analysing cascade-like events the direction
reconstruction is likely to be worse than unfitered background. The third
factor is to investigate the hit rate on IceTop tanks; the larger we make our
time-window the greater the risk that an astrophysical neutrino event will
be vetoed because of a chance coincidence of an unrelated air shower event
with the neutrino event and we investigated this accidental veto probability
as a function of time window size. Each of these factors were investigated
with separate studies which are described below.
5.2.1 Natural spread
In our first study we investigated the spread in time that hits are seen on
IceTop. We expect some spread due to the fact that we have assumed a flat
shower front while actually the shower front will be curved and there will
also be some longitudinal depth of particles in the air-shower front.
In order to study the correlated hits and time window the in-ice EHE data
sample, described first in section 2.3 and also used in section 3.4.1, was used
due to the better angular resolution of the track like events so that we can
expect that the spread seen is due to the factors mentioned above rather than
a misreconstruction of the shower direction. The impact time at each IceTop
tank was calculated for an extrapolated shower front using the direction
reconstructed from the IceCube-InIce information. For each hit detected on
IceTop, the residual time, which is the time difference between the actual time
of the hit and the predicted time at the hit tank, was calculated. From fig. 5.2
it can be seen that most of the hits were recorded at the predicted time,
and within a few hundred nanoseconds after this time with the histogram is
peaked around the zero residual time bin. As mentioned above some of the
width of the distribution can be attributed to the curvature of the air shower
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front which has been assumed to be flat in our time estimate. There will
also be some width to the distribution due to the fact that the shower front
is not a thin identity and it has some depth. It is also likely that some of
the time residual will also be due to the reconstruction of the direction and
vertex differing from their true values but given the EHE events will have
better reconstructions for these quantities than the cascade-like events in our
study we can take the spread of the distribution in fig. 5.2 as a lower floor
for the time window size needed to capture associated hits in IceTop.

























Figure 5.2: Time difference between the actual time of a hit on any IceTop
tank and the predicted time at that tank.
5.2.2 Angular resolution of the cascades
In general cascade events suffer from poorer angular direction resolution than
track events. This poorer angular resolution will impact on our ability to esti-
mate the expected time of IceTop hits associated with IceCube-InIce events.
In this section we investigate the angular resolution expected for the events
in our sample and the corresponding time resolution in hit times on IceTop
tanks.
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Angular resolution of reconstruction routines
There are two main reconstruction routines used for estimating the character-
istics of IceCube-InIce events within cascade analyses; SPEFit and Monopod-
Fit. These were introduced in section 2.5. SPEFit is tailored to track events
while MonopodFit was developed to be used on cascade events.
We can evaluate the resolution of the routines using CORSIKA simulation
data for which the true direction of the cosmic ray is known. We are in-
terested in the resolution at the Level 5 filter stage as this is the sample of
events that the IceTop veto will be applied. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 give an in-
dication of the ability of the two routines to reconstruct the direction of the
incoming particle. In each plot the horizontal axis is the reconstructed zenith
angle while on the vertical axis is the cosine of the angle between the true
direction of the cosmic ray primary and reconstructed direction. This angle
is measured in the plane which contains both the true and reconstructed di-
rection vectors and thus includes differences between the reconstructed and
true values of both the zenith and azimuth angles. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 were
produced using CORSIKA simulation data sets 6514 and 9030 datasets at
Level 5 of processing with the cut on SPE zenith removed. The numbers
in the boxes indicate the number of events falling in that box without any
weighting included in the event numbers. fig. 5.3 is for the MonopdFit re-
construction routine while fig. 5.4 is for the SPEFit reconstruction routine.
MonopodFit reconstructs 40% of events to fall in the upper, desired row of
the histogram while SPEFit reconstructs 99 % of events to fall in the upper
bin of resolution. It should be noted though that with the rather coarse
binning the upper row can contain events which are mis-reconstructed by up
to nearly 40◦.
To study the resolution with a finer binning fig. 5.5 and fig. 5.6 were produced.
In this case the upper row corresponds to a resolution of 12◦ which it will
be seen from the studies presented in the next section and the remainder of
this section corresponds to the time window which would lead to the false
rejection of around 10 % of signal events. We find that 10% of the events
are reconstructed within 12◦ by MonopodFit while 87% of the events are
reconstructed within 12◦ by SPEFit.
It is clear from the studies presented in this subsection that SPEFit per-
forms best for angular reconstruction of the remaining cosmic ray background
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µ histograms (dataset 6514 9030)
Figure 5.3: Cosine of the angular difference between the cosmic ray shower
axis and the reconstructed direction found using MonopodFit. The data is
CORSIKA simulations filtered to level 5 of the cascade filtering described in
chapter 4.
events at level 5 of the cascade filter.
Implication of angular resolution for timing
To study the time uncertainty for hit times on IceTop related to the uncer-
tainty in the angular direction we examined the difference in predicted time
for a range of directions chosen within a cone around a central incident di-
rection. A cartoon showing the parcel of possible incident direction vectors
for a zenith angle of 15◦ is shown in fig. 5.7.
In fig. 5.8 the resulting hit times from the parcel of incident directions is
shown. The horizontal axis displays the tank number for the IceTop array,
and each column of small horizontal dash marks shows the distribution of
times related to the 15◦ uncertainty for each particular tank. Given the slight
inclination of the central vertex angle, the central times on each tank are not
the same and shows the necessity of considering a separate time window for
each tank in which to search for associated hits. The vertical spread of time
80



































































































































































µ histograms (SPE reconstruction)
Figure 5.4: Cosine of the angular difference between the cosmic ray shower
axis and the reconstructed direction found using SPEFit. The data is COR-
SIKA simulations filtered to level 5 of the cascade filtering described in chap-
ter 4.
hits indicated the time window size needed to find all associated hits if the
true incident direction is displaced by up to 15◦ from the reconstructed direc-
tion. In fig. 5.8 there is typically a spread of around 1000 ns. An uncertainty
of 15◦ is actually quite optimistic as we saw in the previous section that this
was only achieved in around 10 % of the event for MonopodFit but up to 87
% of the time for SPEFit.
The spread of the hit times for a given uncertainty depends on the zenith
angle with the smallest spread occurring for vertical showers and the largest
for horizontal showers. In section 5.2.2 and section 5.2.2 the spread in arrival
times are listed for range of central zenith angles. As expected the time
spread increases as the central angle as the central zenith angle becomes more
horizontal. In these tables the time spread is the range from the earliest to
latest hit times calculated with the average taken over all IceTop tanks.
From the tables section 5.2.2 and section 5.2.2 it can be seen that time
windows of around 6000 ns would be needed to capture most of the associated
hits. It should be noted that here we have been estimating the time spread
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Table 5.1: The spread in arrival times arising from a parcel of incident di-
rections distributed in a cone of width 21◦ around the central zenith angle
given.The time spread for each tank is calculated by subtracting the earliest
time from the latest time, and the value listed in the table is the average of
this quantity over all IceTop tanks.












Table 5.2: Tabulated values are as in section 5.2.2 but with the parcel of
incident directions distributed in a cone of width 12◦ .
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µ histograms (dataset 6514 9030)
Figure 5.5: This figure shows the same comparison as in fig. 5.3, displaying
the reconstruction resolution of MonopodFit, but limited to the best recon-
structed events presented with a finer angular resolution binning than in
fig. 5.3.
from the uncertainty in the incident angle but there will also be a time
difference related to any offset in the vertex associated with the event. It
has been assumed that the IceCube-InIce vertex lies on the shower axis but
if this is not the case a further difference in the impact time on IceTop tanks
will arise.
5.2.3 Unwanted removal of signals
In this section we examine the accidental veto rate as a function of time
window size. An accidental veto will occur when a neutrino event is vetoed
because, by chance, an air shower event resulted in hits on IceTop tanks
in the time window around the neutrino event. To examine the accidental
veto rate we used the Fixed Rate Trigger data capture. This is an unbiased
IceTop hit sample where a stream of IceTop tanks hits are recorded with no
specific trigger requirement. This allows us to study typical background rate
in IceTop regardless of what is observed in IceCube with a random interval
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µ histograms (dataset 6514 9030)
Figure 5.6: As for fig. 5.5 but for SPEFit.
extracted from the Fixed Rate Trigger datastream mimicking what would
be detected in IceTop in association with an IceCube astrophysical neutrino
event.
We studied the accidental veto rate as a function of time window size and also
as a function of the number of hits recorded in IceTop in the time window.
The fixed rate trigger data was split into intervals of a particular size and
the proportion of such intervals with n hits was recorded. The results are
displayed in tables 5.3 to 5.5. Table 5.3 and 5.4 are for run dates in May 2013
and December 2013 respectively while table 5.5 is for a run date in December
2014. It can be seen that proportion of time intervals with a given number
of hits is reasonably stable across the seasons and years studied.
5.3 Chapter summary
In this chapter we examined the various factors which affect the decision
on the optimal time window size. While a time window of 6000 ns seemed
necessary to capture all associated hits given the angular resolution of cascade
filtered events (as presented in section 5.2.2) such a large time window would
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Nhits 2000 ns 3000 ns 4000 ns 5000 ns
0 0.606 0.473 0.369 0.288
1 0.301 0.350 0.363 0.353
2 0.077 0.133 0.183 0.222
3 0.013 0.035 0.063 0.093
4 0.002 0.007 0.017 0.031
5 0.0003 0.001 0.004 0.009
6 0.0001 0.0003 0.0009 0.002
7 4.167e−05 8.125e−05 0.0002 0.0005
8 1.667e−05 4.688e−05 9.583e−05 0.0002
9 1.0417e−05 2.188e−05 2.083e−05 6.25e−05
10 1.25e−05 2.500e−05 3.333e−05 5.208e−05
≥2 0.09 0.17 0.26 0.35
Table 5.3: This table shows the percentage of time a randomly chosen time
window of the given time length contained the number of hits given in the
Nhits column. This table is for an unbiased data run taken on the 2013.05.05.
Nhits 2000 ns 3000 ns 4000 ns 5000 ns
0 0.648 0.523 0.422 0.339
1 0.280 0.337 0.361 0.367
2 0.061 0.109 0.156 0.195
3 0.009 0.025 0.047 0.072
4 0.001 0.004 0.011 0.019
5 0.0002 0.001 0.002 0.005
6 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 0.001
7 3.571e−05 6.429e−05 0.0001 0.0003
8 1.428e−05 4.286e−05 7.143e−05 0.0001
9 1.428e−05 3.215e−05 4.286e−05 5.357e−05
10 1.428e−05 4.286e−05 2.857e−05 1.786e−05
≥2 0.07 0.13 0.21 0.29
Table 5.4: Same as table 5.3 for an unbiased data run taken on the 2013.05.05.
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Figure 5.7: This plot is an example of different possible shower planes on the
surface array.
remove around 20 % of signal events. The decision on time window size
depends on the tolerance for removing signal events versus that of passing
background events, and on the specific veto strategy in terms of the number
of hits used in the veto criteria. A full optimisation study is needed to
determine the optimal time window size and number of hits to use. Due
to time constraints this was not undertaken in the preliminary investigation
presented in this thesis. Instead we decided to use a time window of 2000
ns guided by our interest in retaining signal. A time window of 2000 ns is
expected to remove less than 10 % of signal events. In the next chapter we
examine the background rejection which can be achieved using a 2000 ns
time window to associate hits in IceTop with in IceCube-InIce. We revisit
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Figure 5.8: The distribution of tank times that could be seen as a result
of uncertainty in the reconstructed direction of the cosmic-ray incident di-
rection. The horizontal axis displays the tank number for the IceTop array.
Each small horizontal dash marks shows a hit time for one of the possible in-
cident directions tested. incident directions were chosen in a 15◦ cone around
the 15◦ zenith angle.
the Corsika background data used in chapter 4 and also present results from
applying the filtering criteria on a small sample of actual data.
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Nhits 2000 ns 3000 ns 4000 ns 5000 ns
0 0.668 0.544 0.446 0.364
1 0.266825 0.331608 0.3577 0.366
2 0.055 0.098 0.144 0.185
3 0.008 0.022 0.0417 0.062
4 0.001 0.001 0.008 0.018
5 0.001 0.0006 0.001 0.004
6 3.75e−05 0.0001 0.00055 0.0006
7 3.75−05 3.750−05 0.0001 0.0003
8 1.25−05 1.875e−05 2.5e−05 3.125e−05
9 2.5−05 1.875−05 7.5−05 6.25−05
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
≥2 0.06 0.12 0.19 0.26




dependent IceTop veto on the
uncontained cascade sample
In Chapter 4 the potential for an IceTop veto to identify any remaining back-
ground events in a cascade event sample was investigated. It was seen that
there was limited potential for further improvement in the contained cascade
filtered sample but there was possibility for further background reduction
in the uncontained cascade sample. The study in Chapter 4 did not apply
any timing constraints on the IceTop hits used in the veto criteria. In this
chapter we return to the uncontained cascade event sample and apply the
time dependent veto criteria developed in Chapter 5. We apply the time-
dependent veto to both a simulated background sample and also to a subset
of experimental data. While we find that there is some background rejec-
tion potential the limitations of the direction reconstruction mean that the
rejection is not as effective as seen in Chapter 4.
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6.1 IceTop veto with a time window on sim-
ulated background
In section 4.5 an IceTop veto cut was applied to simulated background events
which had been filtered through the uncontained cascade filter steps up to
Level 5. The CORSIKA sets of 6514 and 9030 were used in the study. In
addition to applying the IceTop veto on the simulated data, filtered through
the standard uncontained cascade steps, we also investigated relaxing the
vertex direction cut usually applied, in combination with the IceTop veto
cut. The rationale was that the relaxation of the vertex angle cut would
allow more signal to be retained and any additional background would be




































Figure 6.1: Veto potential on CORSIKA level 5 events. This has a lack of
statistics due to the limits of the simulation datasets and the effectiveness
of the cuts at level 5. The bottom panel is the ratio of the before and after

























L5-SPE+icetope cut with allTimeHitCount











Figure 6.2: Veto potential on CORSIKA level 5 events after relaxing SPE
criteria. This has lack of statistics due to the effectiveness of the uncontained
cascade cuts. The statistics are increased with the removal/change of the
SPE cut criteria. The bottom panel is the ratio of the before and after rates.
The unit for the Monopod energy is GeV.
The figures showing how the simulated background was reduced through
the IceTop veto cut were given in fig. 4.9 and fig. 4.10 and are repeated
here as fig. 6.1 and fig. 6.2 to allow easy comparison. The figures show
the background rate as a function of energy. The energy displayed is that
found by the Monopod reconstruction routine. The red points show the
background rate after the uncontained cascade cuts, but before the IceTop
veto is applied while the blue points are the background rate once the IceTop
veto has been applied. The absence of a blue dot at higher energy levels
is because there were no simulated events remaining after the IceTop veto
cut had been applied. There is however low statistics available and this is
indicated by the length of the blue vertical uncertainty bar. It can be seen
that above 100 TeV the IceTop veto is providing a reduction in background
events while there is little reduction in the rate of events with lower energies.
The bottom panel of fig. 6.1 and fig. 6.2, and other figures in this chapter,
shows the ratio of unvetoed events to IceTop vetoed events, such that a ratio
greater than 1 indicates there has been a reduction in background events
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and in the case when there is no events remaining after the IceTop veto
application, there is no point showing (as the ratio is infinite)1.
The studies described in section 4.5 had no timing restriction applied to
the IceTop hits as these were studies on simulated data. However in the
experimental context we need to have a time window in order to assess the
number of IceTop hits as discussed in the previous chapter. In this section we
apply the method for determining a unique time window for each IceTop tank
described in chapter 5. As described there, in order to determine the time
window, the incoming direction of the cosmic ray is needed. We use three
different hypotheses for the incoming direction: the reconstructed direction
found by the SPEFit routine and that found by the Monopod routine, and
also a vertical proxy, for which we assume the cosmic ray was vertically
incident.
The results obtained from applying a 2000 ns time window on simulated
background events, for the three hypotheses for the incoming cosmic ray
direction, are shown in figures 6.3 to 6.5. Fig. 6.3 displays the results found
using the SPEFit reconstruction for the cosmic ray direction, fig. 6.5 using the
Monopod reconstruction and fig. 6.4 using the vertical proxy of a vertically
incident cosmic ray.
It can be seen through comparison of fig. 6.2 with figures 6.3 to 6.5 that
applying the time window results in a reduced veto capability. This is to
be expected as the case with no time window was a best case scenario. The
difference is due to the error in the reconstructed direction. We can see
from the blue points being lower than the red points in the upper plots, and
the lower panels dispaying some ratios greater than 1 that using the SPEFit
reconstruction (figure 6.3) and the Monopod reconstruction (figure 6.5) there
is still some level of veto capability, particularly above 100 TeV.
Of the different cases, using the vertical proxy (figure 6.4) vetoes the fewest
events. A contributing factor for this is due to the fact that for small zenith
angle, the time window is smallest due to the way the time window is con-
structed.
In section 6.3 we study further the events which had potential to be vetoed
1It was realised that it would be preferable to plot the inverted ratio of vetoed event






































Figure 6.3: Rate of CORSIKA events as a function of energy before and after
a cut on IceTop hits within a specific time window. Here, the time window
was based on the angle from the SPEFit reconstruction. The bottom panel
is the ratio of the before and after rates. The unit for the Monopod energy
is GeV.
but were not caught in the time window to see how much in error the recon-
struction for the incident cosmic ray direction was from the true simulated
incoming direction, and to consider how the veto might be improved.
6.2 IceTop veto with a time window on a sub-
set of experimental data
In this section we apply the IceTop veto, as used in the previous section, on
a sample of experimental data. We use the burn sample which is a a frac-
tion of around 10% of experimental data. The burn sample is used in most
IceCube analyses to allow comparison between simulation and experimental
data without compromising the analysis procedure which is only applied to
the remaining 80 % of the data. We used the subset of experimental data





































Figure 6.4: Rate of CORSIKA events as a function of energy at L5 and after
taking out cuts when timewindow was obtained around the vertex based on
vertical proxy for the shower. The bottom panel is the ratio of two quantities.
The unit for the Monopod energy is GeV.
constructed pulses for each IceTop tank, merging the series of the two DOMs
in the tank. Specifically, the merged series combines the pulses recorded
both by a single DOM called Soft Local Coincidence (SLC) pulses, usually
the low-gain DOM which records small signals (and therefore more pulses),
and the series of both DOMS called Hard Local Coincidence (HLC) pulses,
which by definition includes the high-gain DOM which records large signals.
The results obtained from applying a 2000 ns time window on a sample
of experimental data, for the three hypotheses for the incoming cosmic ray
direction, are shown in figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. Although there could be
neutrino signal events present in this sample it is expected that the majority
of events in this experimental sample are background events. As in the
previous section the red points show the rate after the uncontained Level 5
cuts have been applied and the blue points once the IceTop veto has been
applied.
It can be seen from figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 that there was some event reduc-





































Figure 6.5: Rate of CORSIKA events as a function of energy that remained
after taking out cuts when timewindow based on monopod reconstruction
was used. The bottom panel is the ratio of the before and after rates.
reconstruction routine but the overall reduction wasn’t very good, especially
when considering that there each event has a 8% probability of being re-
moved because of the random chance of coincident IceTop hits. It should
also be noted that the simulation studies showed that the best potential for
the IceTop veto were for energies above 100 TeV but due to the low statistics
in the experimental data subset there were very few events in this energy
bracket.
Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 are consistent with the expectation from the previous
section where it was recognized that the errors in the direction reconstruc-
tion reduced the potential for background reduction. To investigate if any
of the experimental data events might have been vetoed with an alternative
direction reconstruction we examined individual events from the sample and
looked for a clustering of IceTop events offset from the time which was used.
Examples of these plots are displayed in fig. 6.9 and fig. 6.10. The black
dashed vertical line indicates the time stamp for the InIce event. The red
dashed line indicates the time which a vertical shower front would have im-
pacted IceTop relative to this InIce event timestamp. The various IceTop





































Figure 6.6: Event rate for experimental data, as a function of energy, at Level
5 and after applying an IceTop veto with a time window based on the SPEFit
reconstruction for the shower direction. The bottom panel is the ratio of the
rates before and after the IceTop veto is applied.
this visualisation, a deeper study is needed to derive any conclusions. For
example a study which incorporated the position of the IceTop tanks which
received hits comparing the direction of a shower derived from the IceTop
hit times with the InIce derived direction could indicate whether the InIce
and IceTop hits were related. The number of IceTop hits in an enlarged time
window around the InIce event time could be examined and compared with
the average number of IceTop hits expected in this time window size.
6.3 Potential Improvement of the IceTop Veto
In this section we investigate the reduction in the veto capability between
the IceTop veto applied without any time constraint and that with the time
window condition applied. As discussed previously the difference in the blue
points on fig. 6.2 and those in figures 6.3 to 6.5 is due to the error in the





































Figure 6.7: Event rate for experimental data, as a function of energy, at
Level 5 and after applying an IceTop veto with a time window based on the
vertical proxy for the shower direction. The bottom panel is the ratio of the
rates before and after the IceTop veto is applied.
Figure 6.11 is a scatter plot showing the events remaining at the relevant
filtering stage. The vertical axis is the Cosine of the true zenith angle while
the horizontal axis is the Cosine of the solid angle difference between the true
and reconstructed zenith angles. Events which are well reconstructed are to
the right of the plot with a Cosine value of 1 arising when there is no difference
between the reconstructed and veto direction. The scale on the horizontal
axis should be noted; 0.9 is the starting value on the axis which corresponds
to a reconstruction error of 25◦. It is encouraging that the majority of events
are clustered on the right-hand side. The green crosses are events which
produced less than two hits on IceTop and so cannot be vetoed with any
length time window for a two hit condition. The red triangles are events
which were rejected by the IceTop veto with two hits within the required
2000 ns time window. The blue circles are events which do have two or more
hits but were not vetoed due there not being sufficient hits in the calculated
time window. These are the events where there could be improvement in
veto capability with improved reconstruction. It is interesting to see that





































Figure 6.8: Event rate for experimental data, as a function of energy, at
Level 5 and after applying an IceTop veto with a time window based on the
Monopod reconstruction for the shower direction. The bottom panel is the
ratio of the rates before and after the IceTop veto is applied.
events which have rather poor reconstruction but are still able to be vetoed.
Given the similar distributions of red triangles and blue circles there doesn’t
appear to be a particular correlation between the reconstruction error and
the probability for the event to be vetoed by the IceTop veto with a time
window.
One possibility for countering the reconstruction uncertainty is to increase
the size of the time-window and the number of hits required from two to
three. In fig. 6.12 we investigate the amount of background which could be
rejected if three or more hits were required to be registered on IceTop. There
is no time window restriction applied in fig. 6.12.
It can be seen by the presence of blue points lying below red points in fig. 6.12
that there are events that have three or more hits. In section 5.2 it was found
that the chance coincidence rate for three hits was 8% for a time window of
4000 ns. Thus a three hit requirement in 4000 ns could be used without
breaking the threshold of 8% signal reduction by chance coincidence. The
difference in the veto efficiency is difficult to determine with the limited
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Monopod zenith: 31.40 ◦
SPEFit zenith: 113.22 ◦
IceTop hits for burnsample run 115990 event 32033356
IceTop Hit
Time of vertical showerfront at IceTop
In-ice event time
Figure 6.9: Hits on IceTop with their original times.
number of CORSIKA event statistics at Level 5. There is obviously a trade-
off between the larger number of events which have two hits on IceTop and
the greater success rate of the IceTop veto with a larger time window. Further
studies are required to determine which of these two strategies would be best.
Unfortunately the time-frame of this thesis did not allow for these studies
but these are suggested as a future direction for developing an IceTop veto.
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Monopod zenith: 44.78 ◦
SPEFit zenith: 117.52 ◦
IceTop hits for burnsample run 116220 event 18885878
IceTop Hit
Time of vertical showerfront at IceTop
In-ice event time
Figure 6.10: Hits on IceTop with their original times.



















L5-SPE, Less than 2 hits all-time
L5-SPE, Rejected OnTimeHitCount
L5-SPE, Accepted OnTimeHitCount but rejected allTimeHitCount
Figure 6.11: Scatter plot of zenith versus angle between true and recon-
structed directions for simulated cosmic ray events at L5 (without the inci-
dent vertex direction cut). Points in blue are events which could be vetoed






































Figure 6.12: Event rate as a function of energy. The red points show the
event rate after the Level 5 uncontained cascade cuts. The blue points show
the event rate after an IceTop veto cut which requires three hit tanks, rather
than two, has been imposed (without any time restriction on the hits). The





The IceCube neutrino observatory aims to detect astrophysical neutrinos.
The astrophysical neutrino signal is small and is hidden in the large back-
ground of atmospheric muons created in the interactions of cosmic rays with
the atmosphere. Searches for neutrino induced particle showers, so called
cascades, are one of the analysis techniques used in IceCube to isolate neu-
trino events from the muon background. The work presented in this thesis
is focused on the use of the IceTop surface array to further identify and veto
the muon background within a cascade analysis.
To assess the number of hits expected on the IceTop array for any given
cosmic-ray event we used a code developed originally by Sebastian Euler [50].
This code parameterises the particle density of a cosmic ray air shower as
a function of lateral and longitudinal distance from the air shower axis. In
Chapter 3 we presented studies benchmarking the predictions of this code
against the hit rate observed in IceTop and investigations into the scope over
which an IceTop veto could be efficient. The predictions of the code were seen
to compare well with the IceTop data and IceTop’s feasibility as a veto was
confirmed although limited by the extent in area that IceTop covers being
only directly above the IceCube-InIce array.
In Chapter 4 we explored the possible gains from integrating an IceTop veto
into the established cascade analysis criteria. We studied separately the
potential of further background removal in the uncontained and contained
cascade samples at Level 5 of the analysis. Our study was made using COR-
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SIKA background simulation with the parameterisation code used to simulate
air-shower hits on IceTop. In these studies, a background event was deemed
to be caught by the IceTop veto if there were two or more IceTop simulated
hits, with no timing constraint on these hits. Investigation was made into
whether any of the cascade analysis criteria could be relaxed allowing more
signal to be retained, with the extra background being removed instead by
the IceTop veto. The variables which remove significant numbers of signal
events, and have an overlap into a region in which the IceTop veto may be
more efficient are the best variables to relax. It was found that there the
contained cascade analysis was already efficient at removing background in
the range where the IceTop veto could be effective. However it was found
there was potential in the uncontained cascade analysis to remove additional
signal and to relax the cascade cuts based on zenith angle. Events which
were reconstructed as being close to vertical were had the best potential for
removal by the IceTop veto.
For the implementation of IceTop as a veto it is necessary to choose a time
window, related to the IceCube-InIce event time, within which IceTop hits
are deemed to be correlated. The optimum length of the time-window is a
compromise between the risk of removing astrophysical neutrino events due
to the time-window containing the chance coincidence of an unrelated air
shower event and the length of time needed to account for the spread in
arrival times of associated IceTop hits. For the latter there is an inherent
expected spread in times related to the width of the shower front and there are
also uncertainties in relating the expected IceTop hit times to the IceCube-
InIce hit times due to the uncertainties in the reconstruction direction of the
IceCube event. Each of these factors was examined in Chapter 5. It was seen
that the poor angular resolution of the cascade type events motivates a time
window as large as a few thousand nanoseconds. It was decided that for the
preliminary studies made in this thesis to take, however a time window of
2000 ns which was motivated by wanting to restrict the signal removal to a
level of 10 %.
In Chapter 6 the 2000 ns time window was used to associate IceTop hits with
IceCube-InIce events. Simulated background events which had been filtered
by the uncontained cascade criteria up to Level 5 were also subjected to an
IceTop veto. The IceCube-InIce events were reconstructed with two possible
reconstructed routines, SPEFit and MonopodFit, to obtain the hypothesis
for the primary cosmic-direction. This direction was used to predict the
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shower impact time at each IceTop tank. The IceTop veto requirement was
two on-time hits, that is two hits 1000 ns before or after the tank shower
impact time. In addition to the reconstructed directions from the SPEFit
and MonopodFit routines a third impact tank impact time was tested where
the direction of the primary was assumed to be vertical. From fig. 6.12 we
saw that increasing the threshold for hits and increasing the time window
duration is a potential different approach to address this problem, but with
a compromise to the ability to veto lower energy events. However, with the
current reconstructions chosen which determine the time window, we find
that the reduction of events on simulation is limited due to the corresponding
time window, and this is confirmed by the same study on the burn sample.
Some events are expected to get vetoed are being vetoed (red triangles as
shown in fig. 6.11 using spe reconstruction) for the time window. Although
there are events which are not removed at all due to not having enough hits
the most concern goes for the events which were supposed to get removed but
were accepted due to timewindow ( blue circles) due to the reconstruction.
These events are False for alltimehitcount < 2 but True for ontimehitcount
< 2 . So the blue circles are all events which might have enough hits but
they don’t fall in the time window. So constructing the time window that
can capture these events with a better reconstruction is the future plan.
In principle, high energy (>100TeV) uncontained cascade events of a cosmic
ray origin have the potential to be vetoed but in practice, events are being
vetoed, but not as much as the potential in fig. 6.2, and the difference must
be due to misreconstructions so a reconstruction that identifies the shower
axis is needed to more reliably veto events.
Due to the poor direction resolution of cascade events a time window larger
than 2000 ns is motivated. With the requirement of two hits, in this thesis
work it was decided that a larger time window would remove too many signal
events. We briefly investigated the requirement of three or more hits for the
IceTop veto. This allows a larger time window to be used, but the three
hit condition does mean that the energy threshold for the IceTop veto to be
useful is higher, and a smaller number of events in the sample can be vetoed.
Future work is also adding IceVeto extended array to IceTop veto under the
condition of two hits in surface array, this can give us a better possibilities
of veto efficiency. the extended array is inherently less dense, but may still
be a good veto for the highest energy events. To use such an extended
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veto array, we would therefore have to not only apply a time window but
select where on the array we want to test for hits, otherwise the number of
irreducible background hits across the full array would be too high. This
may again require the use of better directional reconstructions for the muon
backgrounds that pass our cascade criteria. With the proposed IceCube
Gen-2 detector which has increased distances between In-Ice strings, such
surface veto techniques may be vital to remove muon background from both
contained and uncontained cascade events.
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